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ABSTRACT

This research studies the control mechanism o f a supply chain system to operate
it efficiently and economically under the just-in-time (JIT) philosophy. To implement a
JIT system, kanbans are employed to link different plants’ production processes in a
supply pipeline. Supply chain models may be categorized into single-stage, multi-stage,
and assembly-line types o f production systems. In order to operate efficiently and
economically, the number o f kanbans, the manufacturing batch size, the number o f
batches, and the total quantity over one period are determined optimally for these types
o f supply chains. The kanban operation at each stage is scheduled to minimize the total
cost in the synchronized logistics o f the supply chain.
It is difficult to develop a generalized mathematical model for a supply chain
system that incorporates all its salient features. This research employs two basic models
to describe the supply chain system: a mathematical programming model to minimize
the supply chain inventory system cost and a queuing model to configure the kanban
logistic operations in the supply pipeline. A supply chain inventory system is modeled
as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) that is difficult to solve optimally
for a large instance. A branch-and-bound (B&B) method is devised for all versions o f it
to solve the MINLP problems. From the solution o f MINLP, the number o f batches in
each stage and the total quantity o f products are obtained. Next, the number o f kanbans
that are needed to deliver the batches between two adjacent stages is determined from
the results o f the MINLP, and kanban operations are fixed to efficiently schedule the
dispatches o f work-in-process.

ix
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The new solutions result in a new line configuration as to the number and size o f
kanbans that led to simpler dispatch schedules, better material handling, reduction in
WIP and delivery time, and enhancement o f the overall productivity. These models can
help a manager respond quickly to consumers’ need, determine the right policies to
order the raw material and deliver the finished goods, and manage the operations
efficiently both within and between the plants.

X
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Supply chain (SC) management is a business philosophy that enables individual
companies as well as pipeline members to achieve high levels o f productivity, profit,
and growth. In the past, companies made their business success by offering an array o f
standardized products and services, seeking competitive advantage through strategies
focused on low price, internal efficiencies and mass-marketing approaches. Today, in
the beginning o f twenty-first century, however, companies are faced with new concepts
o f what constitutes customer value, new requirements for flexible product design and
manufacturing processes, the growth o f virtual companies and integrated partnerships,
quick response to customers and reduction o f time to market. In fact, supply chain
management has become a popular term for describing any type o f business activity
relating to dealing with customers and supplies. Coupled with other contemporary
techniques such as just-in-time (JIT), totai-quality-management (TQM), and agile
manufacturing, SC management has developed one of the most critical management
philosophies.
Supply chain management includes the strategic issues such as the integration of
internal and external business processes, the development o f close linkages between
pipeline members, and the management o f products and information as they move
across pipe member and enterprise boundaries. It is also a tactical tool that can be
applied to the management o f ongoing operational activities such as customer service,
control o f materials and information flows, and the reduction o f inefficiencies o f
product process and the wasted time.

1
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A supply chain system is usually composed o f a series o f organizations and
independent companies (pipe members or plants) that have been traditionally organized
into three primary components: manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. These parts
reflect the basic movement o f goods, services, and information through the system.
In Figure 1.1, the material flows downstream (from left to right), and the
information flows upstream. The main operational activities o f the supply chain system
include: (1) Raw materials: sales forecasting, inventory planning, and purchasing,
transportation between suppliers and manufactures, (2) Work-in-process: processing,
inventory management inside the manufactures, (3) Finished goods: warehousing,
finished goods inventory management, customer service, and transportation among the
wholesalers, retailers, and customers. Not every SC has all these three components—
Some may contain only one o f them and another may contain more than one. They
differ because of different type of businesses. In this research, the primary component
o f the SC has the manufacture component only. Therefore, a supply chain system for
the raw material stage (the suppliers) and the finished good stage (the customers or
retailers) are considered to couple with the manufacturing systems. The suppliers
provide the manufacturers with the raw materials that are processed to produce finished
goods and are finally shipped to the retailers. The SC system considers not only the
inventory control and material delivery in the manufacturing system, but also the
procurement from suppliers and deliveries to retailers.
Usually, a manufacturing system is composed o f a series of plants (or shops, or,
workstations). The first plant uses the raw material from the supplies and the semi
finished products are sent to succeeding plants for further processing, until they arrive at

2
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the last plant for completing the final processing to finished products. The
manufacturing facilities o f a company may be located at the same city, or at different
cities or in different states. Thus, there may be significant material flows (the work-inprocess formed by the semi-finished products) between manufacturing facilities
(workstations, shops, plants). The plant has different meanings in different context and
so does the kanban. The reference points o f the kanban travel, in this research, are
assumed as plants. So these plants or the reference points o f kanban travel, in general,
could be companies, plants, workshops, workstations, or machines, depending on the
context. Also, kanban can be considered as an AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle), cart,
tote, truck, ship, train, etc, depending on the situations. These meanings at different
context are listed in the Table 1.1.

Material flow
Supplier
Primary

lilMllis
S u p p lierjr~\

■ M

lii

Customers

Supplier
Information

Figure 1.1. Supply chain system.
A SC operating with excess inventory is not effective at all as the excess
inventory denotes poor planning, poor purchasing practices, poor communication and

3
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insufficient quality levels. In order to remain competitive and experience economic
success, every organization has focused on increasing productivity, improving the
quality o f its products and raising the standards o f efficiency within its company.
Table 1.1. The general meanings o f the plant and kanban.

—
Workstations or
work-centers
Workstations or
work-centers
Plants or
companies
Plants or
companies
Companies

Intra-house

Shops

Inter-house

plant

Intra- or
Inter-cities

Plant or
company
Plant or
company

Inter-states
Countries

Hi

MHWBBI
AGV, fork-lifter,
totes, trolley
Fork-lifter, totes,
trolley
Tracks, train, ship
Tracks, trains, ships,
air-cargo
Tracks, trains, ships,
air-cargo

Companies

Kanban or electronic
message
Kanban or electronic
message
Paperwork, or
electronic message
Paperwork, or
electronic message
Paperwork, or
electronic message

AGV: Automated Guided Vehicle.

The just-in-time management allows the organization to achieve the goal by
increasing the efficiency o f the production, reducing the level o f wasted materials, time
and effort involved in the production process. The concept o f JIT manufacturing system
may be stated as having the right quantity o f right items at right place and right time. To
implement the JIT philosophy, kanban technique is developed. Kanban is a Japanese
word for ‘card’ which practically controls the flow of containers with materials. The
role played by the kanban in production control is to tie the different manufacturing
processes together and improve the operations in the production process. The
improvements in reduction of inventory, wasted labor and customer service is usually
accomplished through kanban operations.
The material flow and information flow between two adjacent plants compose a
kanban stage. I f a supply chain system consists of just two plants, it is called singlestage supply chain system (SSSCS). I f it consists more than two plants, and they are in

4
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series, it is called multi-stage supply chain system (MSSCS). If there are more than two
plants, and they form an assembly tree, it is called assembly type supply chain system
(ATSCS).
This research studies the kanban mechanism for controlling the supply chain
systems that operate in JIT philosophy. The supply chain system considered in this
research consists o f three parts: the suppliers, manufacturers, and retailers. In the supply
chain systems, the deliveries o f raw material from the suppliers, the work-in-process
(WIP) in production stage, and the finished goods to retailers are all controlled by the
kanbans. The supply chain systems that have the forms o f single-stage, multi-stage, and
assembly line type are to be studied with respect to the kanban mechanism applied to
these systems. The number o f kanbans and the batch size are to be determined under
different situations. The kanban operation in each stage is modeled considering the
factors o f load time, unload time, and transport time. Coupled with plant-wide efforts
for cost control and management commitment, a logistics model for controlling the
supply chain system is intended to be developed. To make the research goals clear, the
background o f the problem and some concepts such as the supply chain system, kanban
technique, kanban controlled supply chain system, and the push and pull systems are to
be introduced. They are described as follows.
1.1

Background
JIT manufacturing was first developed and perfected within the Toyota

manufacturing plants by Taiichi Ohno as a means of meeting consumer demands with
minimum delays (Goddard, 1986). A t its beginning, JIT philosophy was used as a
method o f reducing inventory levels. Today, it has evolved into a management

5
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philosophy containing a body o f knowledge encompassing a comprehensive set o f
manufacturing principles and techniques.
It has been widely reported that the proper use o f JIT manufacturing has resulted
in increases in quality, productivity and efficiency, improved communication and
decreases in cost and wastes. For these reasons, it has become a very popular subject
currently being investigated by many organizations to operate their supply chain
systems. In North American, JIT implementations are more common and more
advanced in large U. S. manufacturers as well as in small U. S. manufacturers. In 1991,
Harley-Davidson M otor Company, York, PA used the Toyota Production System as a
guide for inventory control and modified it to meet its requirements. The tool used to
gain control o f raw materials and work-in-process (WIP) was the kanban. It fits well in
the repetitive manufacturing environments, and offers enough flexibility to fit within the
existing parameters. It placed parts control directly on the shop floor and did not require
elaborate planning and support system—it was relatively inexpensive to implement as
well. Deere & Company, Moline, TL, and Hewlett-Packard (HP) Ft. Collins, CO also
employed the JIT to manage their production lines in 1991. It was HP’s first JIT attempt
with a lower volume o f complex products.
The JIT management allows an organization to meet consumer demand
regardless o f the level o f demand. The degree o f time lapses between material arrivals
and assembly o f the final product for consumers is minimized by the JIT production
technique. At the same time, kanban plays an important role in applications o f the JIT
principles. Kanban represents a pull logistics system for controlling the production and

6
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movement o f W IP. Therefore, a pull production system is realized with kanban
technique.
1.2

Kanban Controlled Supply Chain System
The word ‘kanban’ when translated into English means ‘signal’ or ‘card.’ It is

usually a card or tag accompanying work-in-process parts. The functions o f the kanban
are twofold— ‘production control’ and ‘process improvement’. The kanbans tie the
different manufacturing plants together and ensure that the necessary amounts o f
material and parts arrive at the appropriate time and place in each stage.
There are two types of kanbans that are used as tools in JIT production system:
withdrawal kanban and production-ordering kanban. The ‘withdrawal’ kanban is used
to indicate the type and amount o f products that the succeeding plant should withdraw
from the preceding plant. The ‘production-ordering’ kanban specifies the type and
quantity o f products which the preceding plant must produce (Monden, 1983) to meet
the demand at the succeeding plant. A kanban usually includes the following
information such as: part number, description, container, unit load (quantity per
container), stock location (from), end process (to), and some optional information
(batch size, number o f kanbans per batch, machine number o f final operation, individual
kanban).
The function o f the kanban is best explained through the use o f an /'/-stage
supply chain system as illustrated in Figure 1.2. In this SC, productions are first
triggered by the demand at the final stage (the final processing). Production at each
stage is triggered by its succeeding stage(s) and the information to the preceding stage is
carried by kanbans. This process is carried all the way back to the raw material

7
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acquisition stage. In this procedure, production is controlled (i.e., pulled) by demand, as
information of demand carried by kanbans flows backwards from the final stage
through the intermediate stages to the first stage (the raw material acquisition).
To understand the kanban mechanism in a supply chain system, two adjacent
plants, plants i and i+l, are isolated for illustration of a kanban stage as shown in Figure
1.3.

Raw
Material
1

------- ►

---------►

2

i

------- ►

i+l -*■

N+l

Finished
Goods

4------- 4 -

I

Kanban

Kanban

Figure 1.2. A multi-stage supply chain system with kanban operations.
Transporter

Store

IK g S tt^

Plant

i+l

Production
Kanban

Withdrawing
Kanban

Figure 1.3. Operation of kanban production system.
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In a kanban operation, first, a withdrawal kanban attached to a loaded container
in a succeeding plant / + / is detached from the container and put into the kanban post
(WK) when the first part from the container is to be used. Second, the withdrawal
kanbans in the post are collected at a fixed or non-fixed interval and brought to the
preceding plant i by the transportation vehicle. The withdrawal kanban indicates such
information as the quantity o f parts to be filled in a container, the preceding and
succeeding plants involved with the part, the collection interval, etc. The withdrawal
kanban is then attached to the container in a store at the preceding plant in place o f the
production ordering kanban permitting the worker at the preceding plant to produce the
required amount o f parts; that is, the detached production-ordering kanban triggers the
production o f the preceding plant. The containers filled with parts together with the
withdrawal kanban are brought, in turn, to the succeeding plant by the vehicle. This
kanban cycle realizes smooth, timely, and wasteless flow of parts between preceding
and succeeding plants.
The role played by kanbans in the supply chain system has a general purpose in
the sense that it is not only an information carrier, but also a material carrier (or
transporter). The transporter may be a container, a vehicle, or a train, etc. So that, when
it is mentioned in the supply chain system, kanban is a card attached to a transporter.
Kanban systems have some limitations. Huang and Kusiak (1998) referred that
Monden (1993) had concluded that kanban systems are difficult to use in several
situations such as job orders with short production runs, significant setups, presence o f
scrap, large, unpredictable fluctuations in demand, and applications with complex
information and hierarchical control systems.

9
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Because the production controlled by kanban is triggered (or pulled) at the end
o f the line, the system is usually called the ‘pull’ system. Thus it brings in the argument
o f the push and pull system, where in a push system, the production is initiated at the
beginning o f the line, posing a feeling o f ‘push’ o f products toward the end o f the line.
1.3

Push-Pull System
In a push system, the traditional manufacturing, items from one workstation, or

plant, are pushed onto the succeeding workstation, or plant, indiscriminately, regardless
if this plant is ready to process the items because it is by ‘plan’ that is made some time
before. Following this method of production flow, the formation o f long waiting lines
and bottlenecks are likely to occur. This is a production-oriented approach.
In kanban controlled system, production is triggered by the demand at the final
stage. At each intermediate stage, it is trigged by its succeeding stage(s)— this process is
carried all the way from the final stage to the beginning stage. Thus, the production is
controlled (i.e., pulled) by demand o f the succeeding stage. Thus, contrary to ‘push’
production system, the JIT system implemented by kanban technique is called ‘pull’
production system. It is a customer-oriented approach. The approach leads itself to a
very simple control mechanism, best known as kanban (or pull) system. The workers
working in a kanban controlled production line only need to follow the simple rule: No
kanban, no production.
The main advantages of the push system are: (a) It spreads overhead cost and
continuous utilization o f people and equipment, (b) It allows for the development of
well-integrated production plant, (c) It is most familiar to the employees, and (d) It has
the flexibility to produce various product types. The disadvantages are that it results in
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excessive accumulation of WIP due to poor linkage between operations and the
significant capital investment in employees and in information processing equipment.
The main advantages o f the pull system are: (a) It is relatively inexpensive as it
does not require a comprehensive entourage o f employees and information processing
equipment to be functional, (b) Inventory is not perpetual, (c) The production model
reflects the actual production better. The disadvantages are that people and equipment
may not be fully in use at all times, it does not provide the same degree o f visibility as a
push system does because there is no development o f detailed plans, people are
unfamiliar with a pull system, and it does not maintain the same level o f flexibility as
push system.
Spearman and Zazanis (1992) examined the behavior o f push and pull
production systems. After comparisons, they included three conjectures: (1) pull
systems had less congestion, (2) pull systems were inherently easier to control, and (3)
the benefits o f a pull environment owed more to the fact that WIP was bounded than to
the practice o f “pulling” everywhere.
1.4

Research Goal
The goal o f this research is to effectively control a supply chain system that is

efficiently operated by a kanban mechanism to achieve the purpose of JIT philosophy. It
is aimed to increase the degree of efficiency within the production process and reduce
the level o f wasted materials, time and effort involved in each production stage. The
supply chain system can quickly respond to consumer’s needs so that a trusting
relationship between the suppliers and organization is built.
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1.5

The Objectives
The general objective o f this research is to build a logistics system for a supply

chain system with kanban technique. The models for single-stage, multi-stage, and
assembly type supply chain systems are to be built. The number o f kanbans, the batch
size, and the total quantity over one period are to be determined optimally. The kanban
operation at each stage is to be configured based on the optimal results o f the model.
Efficiently controlling the production and reducing the WIP will be the effort o f
outcome o f the supply chain systems for which the total cost is to be minimized. The
specific objectives may be stated as follows:
(I)

Problem SSSCS: In a SSSCS, the demand occurs in the finished goods stage

(retailer), the goods are produced in manufacturing stages, and the raw material is
replenished in the raw material stage (supplier). There are inventories at the
intermediate manufacturing stage between the suppliers and retailers. During the cycle
period, the company produces the right amount o f goods to meet the demand o f
retailers. To operate the system under JIT philosophy, the ordering policy to the
suppliers, the delivery policy to the retailers, the batch size and number o f batches to
deliver WIP, and the total quantity o f goods in one period in manufacturing stage
should be determined. The WIP between two adjacent plants is shipped by kanbans.
Therefore, kanban operation, including kanban optimization and kanban scheduling, is a
critical task in SC management. After the batch size and number o f batches are
determined by their corresponding models, the number o f kanbans that is needed to
transport the number o f batches in a stage will be determined. The schedule for kanban
circulation mechanism is fixed following this task.
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(2) Problem MSSCS: In a MSSCS, the goods are produced at multiple
intermediate stages. During the cycle period, the WIP occurs in every adjacent two
plants. Similarly to SSSCS, all inventories (WIPs) should be controlled optimally and
the ordering policy to the suppliers and the delivery policy to the retailers should be
determined accordingly. The batch size and number o f batches in each stage and the
total quantity o f goods in one period should be determined simultaneously. Also,
following this task, the number o f kanbans that is needed to transport the number of
batches in every stage will be determined. The schedule for kanban circulation
mechanism in MSSCS is fixed afterward.
(3) Problem ATSCS: In an ATSCS, although the goods are processed at the
manufacturing stages that form an assembly tree and it seems complicated, the ATSCS
can be considered as a combination o f several SSSCSs and MSSCSs. In an ATSCS,
there is a main production line, a MSSCS, where the final product comes out. The
components that are assembled into the main line are produced in their branch lines,
either SSSCS or MSSCS. Every branch has its own suppliers. The common goal o f the
main line and the branches are same and there is a tie, the product amount, among them,
but the production o f each line is independent. Thus, the variables that should be
determined in an ATSCS are the same as those in SSSCS and MSSCS. So as to
minimize the total cost o f ATSCS is to minimize each SSSCS and M SSCS included in
the system.
1.6

Scope and Applications
This research deals with both static and dynamic problems. In the models to

determine the ordering policy, delivery policy, batch size and number o f batches in each
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stage, and the total quantity o f goods in one period, the demand rate and production rate
are assumed to be deterministic. In the kanban operation mechanism, the number o f
kanbans is determined under the dynamic environment as considering that the delivery
factors such as the load/unload and transport time are uncertain.
In the supply chain systems, kanbans tie the suppliers, different manufacturing
plants, and the retailers together and ensure the necessary amounts of material arrive at
the right time and place. In this sense, the kanban techniques can apply to many
industries such as the automotive, appliance, consumer electronics industries, and
supermarkets, etc, which have ‘continuous manufacturing systems’ in the form o f multi
stages. For instance, a supermarket analogy will illustrate the use o f the kanban.
Consumers determine the amount o f goods that a company will have to produce by the
quantity o f goods they rem ove from shelves. The sale’s information (withdrawal
kanbans) o f the products is scanned at the checkout and collected into the sale database.
The sale’s information is taken to a warehouse where new products used to fill the
supermarket shelves are removed. These goods are brought back to shelves. The
replenishment information (Production-ordering tags) is then sent to the sale database
and transported to a manufacturing plant or wholesaler. Production of new products will
occur in the quantity specified by the new order. Once the production o f new goods is
complete, the goods are transported back to the warehouse shelves. The cycle is then
complete and these actions are repeated on a continuous basis to meet consumer
demands.
Another example for company is the IBM manufacturing site in Rochester, NY
(Ross (1998)). Each computer is built in a continuous-flow manufacturing environment.
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The process begins when the Customer Order Analysis Tracking System receives an
order. The system translates the order into a customized bill o f material and
manufacturing routing. The correct parts are then scheduled to come at the right stations
at the right time. The shop flow control system provides assembly instructions. Finally,
another integrated system tracks all the final steps including packaging, loading, and
shipping.
1.7

Overview o f The Research
The background o f the problem and the concepts described above provide an

introduction to the supply chain system operated under JIT principle by kanban
technique. A literature review on kanban technique applied to the production systems is
presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the problems o f kanban mechanism in
supply chain systems, and the methodology to solve the problems can be found in the
chapter. The models o f single-stage supply chain system (SSSCS), multi-stage supply
chain system (MSSCS) and assembly-type supply chain system (ATSCS) are presented
in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. In these three chapters, following
each model, the solution strategies, which is basically the branch and bound method,
together with the examples are provided. Next, the kanban number optimization and
kanban operation are covered in Chapter 7. The research summary, conclusions, and
recommendations for future research can be found in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Kanban is a practical mechanism o f implementing JIT system in manufacturing.
The technique has attracted many researchers since it was first brought to light in early
1980’s. It is recently applied in supply chain systems to obtain the efficient management
for material flows. Monden (1983) originally summarized the Toyota approach for
determine the appropriate number o f kanbans at a workstation. Rees et al. (1987)
extended the Toyota approach to environments with fluctuating product mix by using
the next period’s forecasted demand and the last period’s observed lead times. Co and
Sharafali (1996) considered the over-planning factor in Toyota's formula for computing
the number o f kanbans for the production inventory control models.
A literature review on JIT manufacturing systems and kanban operation can be
found in Akturk and Erhun (1999), Benton and Shin (1998), Lieberman and Demeester
(1999), and Price et al. (1994). Akturk and Erhun (1999) classified the techniques o f
kanbans and provided both the design parameters and kanban sequences for a JIT
manufacturing system. Benton and Shin (1998) classified the literatures on existing
MRP/JIT comparison and integration. Lieberman and Demeester (1999) used historical
data for 52 Japanese automotive companies to evaluate the inventory-productivity
relationship. They find that firms increased their productivity rank during periods of
substantial inventory reduction. A review o f optimization models that determine the
number o f kanban cards at each workstation and the size o f kanban lots is presented in
Price et al. (1994). White et al. (1999) made a survey that investigated JIT
implementation differences between small and large U.S. manufacturers. Ten
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management practices that constitute the JIT concept are used to examine
implementation o f JIT manufacturing systems.
It is very difficult to develop a tractable generalized mathematical model o f the
kanban controlled supply chain system incorporating all its salient features such as
demand pattern, lead time (processing time, waiting time, conveying time), information
(kanban) delivery time/cost, setup time/cost, production capacity, and lot size. The
methodologies for computing the required number o f kanbans range from the simple
classical economic-order-quantity models, to the complex nonlinear programming
models, queuing theoretic (discrete-time Markovian decision) models, and dynamic
programming models. The following subsections summarize the literature on these
models.
2.1

Classical E conom ic-O rder-Q uantity Models
Aderohunmu et al. (1995) studied a joint vendor-buyer policy in JIT

manufacturing. They showed that a co-operative batching policy, based on cost
information exchange between the vendor and the buyer, could reduce total cost
significantly in the JIT environment. Miyazaki et al. (1988) modified the classical
economic-order-quantity model to determine the average inventory. Based on that
model, the minimum number o f kanbans required was determined. Grag (1999)
described an application o f designing products and processes for supply chain
management at a large electronics products manufacturer. H e developed a supply chain
modeling and analysis tool (SCMAT) to analyze a proliferation o f parts and processes
in the manufacturer’s supply chain system. Ben-Daya and Rahim (1999) presented a
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model dealing with the multi-stage lot sizing for the system with imperfect production
processes.
Gupta and Al-Turki (1997) introduced a systematic methodology to manipulate
the number o f kanbans in a JIT system. An algorithm to minimize the backlog and WIP
was developed for stochastic processing times and variable demand environment.
Miyazaki et al. (1988) derived two formulae to calculate the average inventory yielded
by fixed interval withdrawal kanban and supplier kanban in a JIT production system.
The minimum numbers o f kanbans were determined by the average inventory.
Golhar and Sarker (1992), Jamal and Sarker (1993), and Sarker and Parija
(1994, 1996) estimated the batch size o f the JIT delivery amount. Models were
developed to determine the optimal batch size and a raw material ordering policy at
regular interval within the production cycle time. Sarker et al. (2000) studied a supply
chain system for perishable products under inflation and permissible delay in payment.
They built a model to determine an optimal ordering policy under the conditions o f
deteriorating items, inflation, and credit period.
Sarker and Balan (1998, 1999) determined the number o f kanbans between two
workstations for both single-stage and multi-stage kanban systems. In their models, the
demand rate was assumed as linear over each o f the three phases (inception, maturation
and declination) o f a product’s life cycle. This decision eventually determined batch
sizes o f the kanbans, the dispatching time intervals, and the schedule for production.
Parija and Sarker (1999) analyzed a supply chain system by determining the raw
material ordering policy and finished goods delivering policy. An economic batch size
for a product with a fixed time-interval was developed.
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Hill (1999) presented a model to minimize the mean total cost per unit time o f
manufacturing set-up, stock transfer and stock holding for a system that a vendor
(manufacturer) supplies a product to a buyer (customer). The vendor manufactures the
product in batches at a finite rate and ships the output to the buyer. The buyer then
consumes the product at a fixed rate. An algorithm for obtaining global optimal solution
is developed.
Mertins and Lewandrowski (1999) indicated that pull control systems especially
kanban systems, lead to optimized organizational structures and order processes. The
practical relevant methods o f mathematical buffer dimensioning are described and a
mathematical procedure focusing on dynamic buffer stocks dimensioning including
safety inventories is developed.
Existing economic-order-quantity models focused on lot size and material
shipping policies. They claim that the number o f lots is equal to the number of kanbans,
but, in most cases, they were not the same.
2.2

Linear/Nonlinear Models
Dempster et al. (2000) applied the planning logistics operations in the oil

industry to optimize the Depot and Refinery Optimization Problem, whose solution
process utilizes the deterministic equivalent linear programming problem. Zhou, Cheng
and Hua (2000) proposed a goal programming model to optimize the supply chain
system for the continuous process industries with sustainability considerations. Bard
and Golany (1991) used a mixed-integer linear programming to determine the optimal
kanban policy for each workstation o f a multiproduct, multistage production system.
Berkley (1992) developed a decomposition approximation method for kanban
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controlled flow shops with periodic material handling to determine the number o f
kanbans as well as the required material handling frequency. Spearman (1992)
considered the issue o f customer service in pull production systems. H e showed that a
hybrid system known as CONWIP (Constant work-in-process) not only has better
services than a pure kanban system, but also solves certain implementation problems.
Ramesh et al. (1997) studied a general blocking kanban control mechanisms in
multi-cell manufacturing. The structural properties o f the design problems and their
relationships are established in their model. Moinzadeh and Aggarwal (1997) studied an
unreliable bottleneck production/inventory system with a constant production and
demand rate that is subject to random disruptions. They devise and test a heuristic
procedure for finding near optimal production policies.
Hopp and R oof (1998) developed a simple adaptive production control method
for setting WIP levels to meet target production rates in a pull production operating
under the CONWIP protocol. This method, termed Statistical Throughput Control
(STC), uses real-time data to automatically adjust WIP levels (via kanban cards) in the
face of noisy estimates o f throughput. Axsater and Rosling (1999) considered kanban
type batch-ordering policies in a multi-stage production-inventory system. Kanban
policies and various modifications of such policies may be interpreted as installation
stock policies with constraints on the number o f outstanding orders.
Although an overwhelming majority o f the literature uses mixed-integer
programming formulations in representing such supply chain design decisions. Dasci
and Verter (2001) presented an alternative modeling framework, which is based on the
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use o f continuous functions to represent spatial distributions o f cost and customer
demand.
To model the kanban controlled production systems, the linear/nonlinear models
often make much more simplifying assumptions to describe the reality systems. M ost o f
these models did not analyze the systems systemically because they consider either the
optimizing number o f kanbans or operational mechanism o f kanban, but not both
simultaneously. The goals o f the linear/nonlinear models to obtain the optimum number
o f kanbans were to minimize the production leadtime.
2.3

Queuing Theoretic (Discrete-Time M arkovian Decision) Models
Queuing theory has been used by several researchers to determine the num ber o f

kanbans required in stochastic production systems. W ang and Wang (1991) and Graham
(1992) developed a Markovian model that calculates the steady-state probability
distribution for the expected number of kanbans required. They used the Markov
process to decide the optimum number o f kanbans. Deleersnyder et al. (1992)
determined the appropriate number of kanbans for manufacturing system with
stochastic demands and machine failures by developing a discrete-time M arkov model
o f a single card kanban system. Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) studied the effect o f batch
sizing policy on production lead time and inventory levels. The two-stage kanban
systems are modeled as Markovian processes. They showed that the batching policy had
a significant impact on cost. Askin et al. (1993) minimized the sum o f inventory
holding and backorder cost in their research. Steady-state results are derived fo r an

M/G/l system for the cases o f a few and many part types. Simulation results
demonstrate the accuracy o f the model for a large number o f kanbans, but an
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investigation o f a finite population queuing model for small numbers o f kanbans is
suggested as a worthwhile extension.
Altiok and Ranjan (1995) considered a production/inventory system consisting
o f multiple stages in series with arbitrary processing times and with intermediate buffer
inventories. The production at a stage continues until the inventory level in the
downstream buffer reaches its target value R. Once the inventory level drops to its
reorder level r, the stage undergoes a set-up and production resumes.
Mascolo et al. (1996) developed a general purpose analytical method for
performance evaluation o f multistage kanban controlled production systems. With each
stage is associated a given number o f kanbans. The kanban controlled production
system is modeled as a queuing network with synchronization mechanisms. Kim and
Tang (1997) developed a queuing model o f a pull-based production system for a singlestage facility. They highlight the trade-off between manufacturing leadtime and
response time.
Nori and Sarker (1996, 1998) determined the delivery policy and the number o f
kanbans between two workstations. In Nori and Sarker models, the total cost was
expressed as a function o f the number o f kanbans, and the parameters, shortage cost o f
materials, and holding cost o f containers.
Fujiwara et al. (1998) evaluated the performance measures for multi-part,
single-product kanban controlled assembly systems with stochastic acquisition and
production leadtimes. The system is decomposed into a number o f semi-autonomous
Markov processes. Hemamalini and Rajendran (2000) considered a kanban-controlled
flowshop and present recursive equations for time-tabling o f containers in a given
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sequence. In their model, production kanbans control the loading o f containers on
machines o r workstations and withdrawal kanbans regulate the movement of containers
between tw o consecutive buffers.
Baynat et al. (2001) developed a way o f deriving the analytical method. The
approach is to see the queuing network o f the kanban control system as a multiclass
queuing network in which each kanban loop is represented by a class o f customers. This
allows one to use the general technique for analyzing multiclass queuing network using
product-form approximation methods.
Although numerous queuing theoretic models have been developed to describe
the kanban controlled production systems, they do not fully capture the complete
domains o f the pull production system. The models fit the kanban operations between
two adjacent stages well, and lack the linking with the raw materials and finished good
stages together. As a result, optimization o f the number o f kanbans and their operations
in a production system reflects only the subsets of more global problem with raw
materials and finished goods warehousing.
2.4

D ynam ic Program m ing Models
Perea, Grossmann, Ydstie and Tahmassebi (2000) used dynamic modeling and

classical control theory to analyze the supply chain systems. They tested several
heuristic control laws for the model and analyzed their impact on the behavior o f the
supply chain. A near optimal decision-making process for a supply chain was obtained.
Other approaches to determine the number o f kanbans are a dynamic programming
model by Li and Co (1991) and a simple near-optimal heuristic for deterministic kanban
systems by Moeeni and Chang (1990). Dynamically adjusting the number of kanbans in
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a JIT production system using estimated values o f lead time can be found in Rees et al.
(1987).
The dynamic programming method for modeling the kanban controlled supply
chain systems is not used often. The reasons for this are that it cannot systemically
model all characteristics in each manufacturing stage for the reality production systems.
The papers related to the kanban production system and supply chain system are
far too many to be listed as it has become a common term since 1980. Table 2.1
summarizes the research issues and attributes o f a few popular papers related to this
area o f research.
2.5

Shortcomings o f the Literature on Kanban Controlled Supply Chain System
The design o f a kanban controlled production system for a manufacturing

industry is a topic currently being explored by a number o f researchers. All the
literature discussed above address the two issues on the kanban controlled supply chain
systems: design and operation. The design issue determines the number o f kanbans on
the condition o f JIT philosophy, and the operation issue devises the schedule o f kanban
circulation. Table 2.2 presents the characteristics that the authors considered in their
researches that are listed in Table 2.1.
Although numerous models have been developed to describe the supply chain
system, the studies published did not consider some o f the very essential characteristics
o f manufacturing systems such as the supply/retailer, number o f kanbans, and kanban
operations. W ang and Wang (1991), Co and Sharafali (1997), and Nori and Sarker
(1998) considered the kanban operations between two adjacent stages only, and they did
not link with the raw material stage and finished good stage together. The queuing
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models developed by Altiok and Ranjan (1995), Askin et al. (1993), Fujiwara et al.
(1998), Karmarkar and Kekre (1989), and Mascolo and Frein (1996) cannot separate the
concepts o f number o f lot and number o f kanban. The queuing models also did not fully
capture the operating characteristics o f the pull production system such as the customeroriented production and demand based decision. That is, consideration o f the random
demand overlooks the characteristics o f the pull production system. Sarker and Balan
(1998, 1999) modeled the supply chain systems systemically, but they did not consider
the cost o f kanban (the setup cost o f kanban includes the building cost, transport cost,
etc). Also they thought the number o f lot and the number o f kanban needed to ship the
lot are the same. Grag (1999) analyzed the supply chain system, but his technique
adopted was not kanban. Hill (1999) presented an elegant inventory model for a supply
chain system, but his model was meant for a single stage system and his emphasis was
to develop a order/delivery policy with no relation to kanban control technique.
The shortcomings o f the literatures have been identified. They will serve as a
guide to identify the gaps in this research. Table 2.2 reflects this exercise.
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Table 2.1. Overview o f the selected papers.
Authors
Altiok and Ranjan
(1995)
Askin et al. (1993)

Production Inventory Systems
Determining the number of kanbans

Co and Sharafali
(1997)

computing the number of kanban

Fujiwara et al. (1998)

Evaluation of performance measures for
kanban system

Grag (1999)

Designing products and processes for
supply chain management

Hill (1999)

Optimal production and shipment policy

Karmarkar and Kekre
(1989)

Batching policy in kanban system

Mascolo and Frein
(1996)

Performance evaluation of kanban
system

Miyazaki et al. (1988)

Optimal operation planning of kanban

Nori and Sarker (1998)

Optimum number of kanbans

Parija and Sarker
(1999)

Operations in a supply chain system

Sarker and Balan
(1998, 1999)
Wang and Wang
(1991)

Attributes

Research Issues

Operations planning for a kanban system
Optimum number of kanbans

1. Multi-stage;
2. Queuing model;
3. Pull-type production.
1. Multi-items;
2. Queuing model;
3. JTT philosophy.
1. Queuing model;
2. Pull-type production.
1. Single item;
2. Multi-stage;
3. Assembly type;
4. Queuing model.
1. Mathematical model;
2. Location;
3. Inventory-service
1. Mathematical model;
2. Single vendor;
3. Single buyer.
1. Single-stage;
2. Queuing model;
3. Batch size.
1. Assembly type;
2. Queuing model;
1. Single-stage;
2. Mathematical model;
3. Batch size.
1. Single-stage;
2. Queuing model;
1. Single-stage;
2. Mathematical model;
3. Batch size,
1. Single-stage;
2. Multi-stage;
3. Mathematical model;
1. Single-stage;
2. Queuing model;
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Table 2.2. The characteristics o f the selected papers.
Kanban Demand Production
Supply/
Lot size operation rate
rate
Retailer
(R r)
Multiple 1Queuing Not
No
Poisson Continues
included policy
\ IP,
No
No
Poisson Stochastic
Multiple | Q u e u i n g Include
i Model

Stage type]
Altiok and
Ranjan (1995)
Askin et al.
(1993)

typ£

Co and Sharafali SINGLE Queuing Not
(1997)
included
Fujiwara et al.
Multiple, Queuing Not
(1998)
assembly
included

lead
time
No
No

Yes

No

Random Uncapaci Yes
tated

Yes

No

Random Random

Yes

Grag (1999)

Multiple

NLIP

Include

No

No

Known

Known

Yes

Hill (1999)

Single

NLP

Include

Yes

No

Known

Known

No

No

Poisson

Exp.

Yes

Yes

Random Random

No

No

Known

Known

No

No

Poisson

Exp.

No

No

Known

Known

No

Yes

Linearly
Known
increase

No

No

Poisson

Exp.

No

Yes

Known

Known

No

Karmarkar and
Not
Single Queuing
Yes
Kekre (1989)
included
Mascolo and
Single, Queuing Include
No
Frein (1996)
multiple
Nonlinear Not
Miyazaki et al.
R
Single
(1988)
Function included interval
Nori and Sarker
Single Queuing Not
No
(1998)
included
Parija and Sarker
Nonlinear
Single Function Include Yes
(1999)
Sarker and Balan Single, ! jp
Include Yes
(1998, 1999)
multiple i
Wang and Wang
Not
Single | Queuing
No
(1991)
included
This research

I m in l p ,
multiple, Queumg Include
assembly |

Yes

i
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CHAPTER 3
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This chapter addresses the problems relating to kanban controlled supply chain
systems. A supply chain system considered here has three parts: (a) raw material, the
input, (b) the manufacturing system, the work-in-process, and (c) the finished good part,
the output. The manufacturing system in the supply chain has at least two plants. That
is, at least a single-stage supply chain system is formed as the material flow and
information flow between two adjacent plants compose a kanban stage. To describe the
problems o f SSSCS, MSSCS and ATSCS, the scenarios o f them need to be shown first.
3.1

The Scenario of SSSCS Controlled by K anban
In the supply chain system shown in Figure 3.1, there are two plants that form a

SSSCS. The raw material is replenished at the plant 1 from a supplier. The semi
finished products are transported to the plant 2 by means o f containers attached with
kanbans. The kanban circulation mechanism is described in Section 1.2, Chapter 1. The
semi-finished products are then processed at plant 2 produce finished products that are
shipped to the customers or sent to the warehouse. The total cost to this supply chain
system consists o f three parts: the cost in raw material stage, the cost in WIP stage, and
the cost o f finished goods stage.
Many examples can be found in business and industry as applications of the
single-stage kanban supply chain system. For example, from shop to shop manufacturer,
a cast iron pipe company produces the pipe by the processes o f cast and machining. The
raw materials (cast iron, coal etc.) are ordered from the supplies. While the raw
materials arrive at the shop, the semi-product is cast from the first plant o f casting
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process. Next, the semi-finished product is shipped to the second plant for machining to
final product. Then, the pipes are distributed to the customers. For the applications of
SSSCS to city to city supply chain, the produce export is a good example. The local
company collects the produces (com, wheat, bean, fruit, ...) and packs them. Then, the
cargoes are transported to the export port city and there, the repackaging or deeper
processing may make until they are ready to be shipped. For all these situations, the
batch size, the number of batches, and the kanban numbers and container size are
needed to be found.

Raw material

Finished goods

PK

WK
Work-in-process
Inventory

Figure 3.1. A single-stage kanban supply chain system.
3.2

The Scenario of MSSCS Controlled by Kanban
An Af-stage supply chain system operated with kanbans is presented in Figure

3.2. When demand occurs at the last plant, plant N+l, the production-ordering kanban
is detached from the kanban post PK in that plant and is sent to the kanban post WK in
the front of the plant. At that time, this production-ordering kanban is changed by the
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withdrawal kanban that is attached to the container waiting there. Then, the detached
production-ordering kanban triggers the production of parts at this plant. The
withdrawal kanban that was attached to the container acts as a demand request for the
preceding plant (plant N) when it is sent to the plant N. At the post PK of plant N, the
withdrawal kanban again changes to production-ordering kanban permitting the
production starting in the plant N and so on. Thus, these actions are pulled throughout
the manufacturing system until it reaches plant 1.
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Figure 3.2. Multi-stage supply chain system operated with kanbans.
The production-ordering kanbans at a plant control the production at that plant.
The withdrawal kanbans at a plant control the movement of containers between two
plants. If there are no withdrawal kanbans in the preceding plant, then full containers
are not allowed to transfer to the succeeding plant. Because of the variability of
production condition, sometimes, the intermediate plants may be either blocked or
starved. In a plant, when all its production-ordering kanbans are attached to full
containers, the block occurs. Similarly, the starvation of a plant occurs when at least one
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production-ordering kanban waits for a container while machines at that plant are idle.
Determining the optimal number of kanbans in each stage will solve these problems.
Figure 3.3 shows a kanban stage i that consists o f two adjacent plants i and i+1
and is isolated from the production line. The kanban circulates in the stage in the same
way as it does in SSSCS except that the links to the previous stage and next stage
should be considered.

From stage i-1

V
f

Kanban Stage
.

i+1
$

3

m

PK

□

To stage i+1

f

WK

Figure 3.3. A kanban stage formed by two adjacent plants.
The material flows from the upstream Oeft) to downstream (right). The raw
material provided by suppliers is replenished to the manufacturer at plant 1. The semi
finished products are transported to the succeeding plants by means of containers to
which the kanbans are attached. The finished products finished at plant N+l and are
shipped to the customers to meet the demand of them. The cost of this intermediate
stage consists of WIP handling cost. The total cost of this supply chain system includes
three parts: the cost of raw materials at the first stage, the cost of WIP in manufacturing
stages, and the cost of finished goods at the end of last stage.
The MSSCS controlled by kanbans can be applied to many places. The
production companies that deal with the supplies and retailers, the processes are
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finished in more than two steps, and the W IPs can be shipped in batches, are all
applicable. Good examples can be found in the automobile industry, oil industry,
grocery supply chain, furniture companies, electronics product companies, or apparel
production companies etc. If using the kanban technique, the amount o f WIP material,
the batch size and the number o f batches, and kanban numbers between every two
processes in a production cycle are to be determined.
3.3

The Scenario o f ATSCS Controlled by Kanban
A configuration o f a supply chain system shown in Figure 3.4 forms a typical

ATSCS. The plants o f ATSCS form an assembly tree. The doted lines indicate the
kanban information flows and the solid lines indicate the material flows. The instances
o f the ATSCS can be found in many businesses and industries. For example, for
manufacturing a six-cylinder engine o f a car, the engine body is the main line. The
crank, cylinder, valve, crank-shaft etc are all manufactured in their branch lines. When
assembling the engine, it needs six cranks, twelve valves, and one crank-shaft. The
instance can be bigger. For example, if one automobile company makes a car, the
engine may be manufactured in city A the chasis may be provided from city B, the
body comes from city C, and so on so for. They will form the ATSCS.
In the system shown in Figure 3.4, there are twelve plants and three branches.
The plant where is called as node indicates where the branch merges. The ATSCS
shown in Figure 3.4 can be considered as the combination o f multi-MSSCS’s and multiSSSCS’s. More specifically, there is a main line with several branches that are formed
by MSSCS’s or SSSCS’s. The main line itself is a MSSCS. The branches join at the
nodes.
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Figure 3.4. An assembly type supply chain system operated with kanbans.
In Figure 3.4, the plants through SI to S6 configure a main line. A single-stage
supply chain system, form a branch with S7 and S8, joins the main line at the plant S2
(or the node 1 for that this is the first branch to merge into the main line). Similarly, a
two-stage supply chain system, which is a branch with S9, S10, and SI 1, joins the main
line at the plant S3 (or node 2), and a single plant which also forms a branch joins at the
plant S6 (or node 3). The goal o f organizing the ATSCS is to produce the main product
from the end o f main line. The branches supply the main line with the necessary amount
o f components at the right time. All productions among the main line and the branches
must be cooperated and adjusted to avoid the excessive inventory and shortage. The
material flows and the information flows in the ATSCS are more complicated than
those of MSSCS.
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In real world, there are many ATSCS cases to be counted because nowadays, no
product consists o f a single component and no company can make everything needed
for its products. For example, a car is mainly composed o f six components: chases,
body, engine, fuel system, electronic system, an cooling system. They are made from
different places and have to be assembled to a car. Another example is the computer.
The cases may be made in Austin, Texas, mouse is from Taiwan, monitor may be from
Houston, Texas, floppy disk drive and CD-ROM drive is from China, CPU is from
Arizona, and they are assembled in Austin, Texas. These two examples are typically an
application o f the ATSCS.
3.4

The Problems of Supply Chain System Controlled by Kanbans
As the systems are operated under the JIT philosophy, the stock levels in every

stage should run idealistically as low as possible. Then, the problems for these supply
chain systems, when referring the shortcomings o f literature, are addressed. First, the
number o f kanbans in each stage should be determined. That is, the number o f batches
in each stage that is to be shipped by kanbans should be determined. According to the
number o f batches, considering the delivering tim e and load/unload time, the number of
kanbans needed to transport the batches are determined. Second, the ordering policy to
the suppliers at the first stage and delivering policy to the retailers at last stage are to be
decided, respectively. Next, the behavior o f each stage should be linked together. That
is, when modeling the system, the relationship between the plants should be considered.
Finally, the kanban operations in each stage should be plotted. The problems in this
research are divided into three sub-problems: (1) Problem SSSCS, (2) Problem MSSCS,
and (3) Problem ATSCS.
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To solve the problems o f the supply chain systems controlled by kanbans, the
kanban operational parameters such as the number o f kanbans, the raw material
ordering policy, and the finished good delivery policy, are to be determined. It is
difficult to develop a tractable generalized mathematical model that captures all the
factors in one model simultaneously. These solution approaches have to be discussed
also. The assumptions to the models are introduced as below.
3.5

Assumptions
(a) The plant has a general meaning which may be a city, a plant, shop or a

machine. It is considered as a unit, no matter how many facilities are installed there;
(b) The demands o f the systems are known;
(c) The production rate o f each plant is known and it is larger than demand rate;
(d) The total quantity o f products at each stage over a period is constant;
(e) Shortage is not allowed at any stage.
3.6

Mathematical Structure of The Problem
The mathematical structure o f problem helps to understand the problem

structure and its operational properties to devise the solution strategies o f supply chain
systems. The mathematical structures are derived from the descriptions o f the problems.
They are discussed below corresponding to their problems.
(1)

Problem SSSCS: The total cost o f this supply chain system is made up by the

cost in raw material, the cost in WIP stage, and the cost o f finished goods stage. The
basic inventory model describes the system effectively. The inventory model is a
function o f total quantity o f products in one period, the batch size or frequency to
deliver the raw material, the WIP, and the finished goods. The parameters of the
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function are holding costs, setup costs, shipping costs o f the corresponding stages. Once
the above problem is solved, the materials that need to be transported are set in batches.
These batches are transported by kanbans. To model the kanban operation, the
load/unload time o f a container, the transport time o f container between tw o adjacent
plants should be considered. The queuing model may be suitable for it. The queuing
models give the optimal number of kanbans that are necessary to circulate between two
adjacent plants.
The basic inventory model will appear as a mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP). A branch and bound algorithm will be adopted to solve it. The
method to describe the kanban operation uses the M/MZc model and to find the number
o f kanbans is to optimize the serve number, c, in the M/M/c model.
(2)

Problem MSSCS: The total cost o f this supply chain system includes the

cost of raw materials at the first stage, the cost o f WIPs in manufacturing stages, and the
cost of finished goods at the end of last stage. By assuming the same quantity o f
products in one period at each stage, the basic inventory model can handle the
description o f the system effectively. The variables in the inventory model are the total
quantity of products in one period, the batch size or frequency to deliver the raw
material, the WIP in each stage of manufacturing system and the finished goods. The
model incorporates the same parameters as Problem SSSCS and is an extension o f it.
Once the basic inventory problem of the MSSCS is solved, a queuing model determines
the number o f kanbans that ships the batches between two adjacent plants.
Although the basic inventory model is a MINLP as in Problem SSSCS, the
dimension will be larger as the integer variable increases. Therefore, as the size
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becomes large, the problems are harder to be solved optimally. Thus, a heuristic that
obtains the near optimal solution is introduced. The server num ber (the number o f
kanbans) is obtained by optimizing the series M/M/c systems.
(3)

Problem ATSCS: In an ATSCS, the main production line where the final

product is assembled usually forms a MSSCS. The branch lines where the components
are merged into the main line are either SSSCS or MSSCS1 As the production o f each
line is independent, the variables that should be determined in an ATSCS are the same
as those in SSSCS and MSSCS. Therefore, considering the properties o f branching and
merging o f lines, the model can be obtained by technically combining the Problem
SSSCS and Problem MSSCS.
3.7

Solution Strategy
The logical characteristics o f the Problem SSSCS, Problem MSSCS, and

Problem ATSCS require that the solutions will be obtained in tw o procedures. First, a
mathematical model, the basic inventory model, describes the supply chain system is
built. From the model, the batch size, the number o f batches, and the total quantity o f
products to be produced in each stage over one period are obtained. Next, a queue
model that describes the kanban operational mechanism is built based on the results o f
the basic inventory model. The optimal number of kanbans to ship the batches will be
obtained by solving the queue model. Finally, upon obtaining the above results, the
kanban circulation system can be scheduled.
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CHAPTER 4
SINGLE-STAGE SUPPLY CHAIN SYSTEM
In this section, the single-stage supply chain system (SSSCS) model is
established based on a classical economic-order-quantity policy. To operate the system
under JIT philosophy, the management usually wants to find the optimal design and
operation parameters o f the system. The model constructed for SSSCS finds the design
parameters. The operational policies that need to be determined are: ordering policy to
the suppliers, the delivery policy to the retailers, the batch size and number o f batches to
deliver WIP, and the total quantity o f goods in one period in a manufacturing stage. The
WIP between two adjacent plants is shipped by kanbans in batch from first plant to
second plant. After the batch size and number o f batches are determined, the number o f
kanbans and kanban service time that are needed to transport the batches in a stage will
be determined.
4.1

The Model Formulation of A Single-Stage Supply Chain System
The notations used in the model are:

Definitions:
Index:
/'

An index for plant, / = 1, 2, ..., N+I; Or an index for kanban stage, i = I,

2, ..., N, normally kanban stage is between plant / and i + 1;
Parameters:

Pi

Production rate of plant / (i —1,2, ..., N+l), units/year;

D

The demand rate, units/year;

c

Cost o f an item, dollar/unit;
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Li

Time between successive shipment at stage i;

Hr Holding cost of raw material inventory, dollar/unit/year;
Hwi Holding cost of work-in-process inventory at stage /, dollar/unit/year;
Hf

Holding cost of finished goods inventory, dollar/unit/year;

Ar

Setup (ordering) cost, dollar/setup (order);

As,

Setup (manufacturing) cost at stage /, dollar/batch;

Ay* Setup (shipping) cost at stage /, dollar/ship (setup);
Af

Setup (shipping) cost at plant N+l, dollar/setup (shipment);

I(t) Inventory level, units;
Iavg Average inventory, units;
T

Cycle time, year;

Tui

Uptime o f plant /, year;

Td, Downtime of plant

year:

TCr Cost o f raw material inventory, dollars/year;
TCWi Cost o f work-in-process inventory at stage i, dollars/year,
TCf Cost o f finished goods inventory, dollars/year;
TC Total cost of a supply chain system, dollars/year;
Variables:
O

Total quantity o f finished goods produced over a period T, units/year;

Qr

Order quantity, units/order,

Ow

Work-in-process shipping quantity, units/shipment;

Qf

finished goods shipping quantity, units/shipment;

K,

Number o f shipments at stage /;
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na

Number o f order o f raw material inventory placed;

ntj

Number o f shipments placed during the production uptime at stage i;

n

Number o f shipments placed at the final plant (finished goods);

5

Number o f shipments placed during the uptime o f the final plant.

The behavior o f a typical single-stage supply chain system is described in
previous chapters. Three cost components that form the SSSCS model are: the cost o f
raw materials at the first plant, the cost o f WIP between two plants, and the cost o f
finished goods at the second plant.
4.1.1 The Cost of Raw Material Inventory
For the raw material inventory, it is assumed that the rate o f its demand is
nothing but the production rate at the first plant, pj. It is also assumed that the other
system parameters such as setup costs, inventory holding costs, unit variable cost o f an
item, c, are known with certainty, and are constant and independent o f the quantity
ordered. Shortage is not allowed and when an order is placed, the order arrives in
batches on time. So, the input rate (replenishment) is considered as infinite.
In a classic inventory model, the raw material ordered in one period time is
called economic order quantity (EOQ). When the EOQ is determined, it is replenished
to the company at the beginning of each cycle. In a supply chain, instead o f EOQ
arriving at one time, the company orders raw material in batches, i.e., the EOQ is
divided into a number o f batches and these batches arrive in sequel during one period T
for n0 shipments. W hen the production starts, the shipment (one batch) is set at a fixed
interval, TM0. For na shipments, during one period, the behavior o f the inventory model
is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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As the demand rate for the raw material is constant, the batch size will be a
fixed amount. The problem for this inventory model is to determine how many units of
stock should be ordered and how many batches should be placed in a single period time,
T, to meet the demand.

I(t)

T/n,

2T/n.

3T/n,

Figure 4.1. Raw material inventory.
This inventory model is referred to as a classical economic batch-size model
where the total raw material cost, TCr, is given by
TCn =A,

Q_

a

+ H rI a
( vg

O

where O is the total quantity of items produced over a period T and Qr is the order
quantity or batch size. Q/Or is the number o f batches placed in one period o f cycle and

D/Q is the number o f cycle over one year. Hr is the holding cost o f raw material
inventory. Since the average inventory Iavg = Q/2, the equation would be
TCr = * r£ -+ H r QzR

2

Or
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(4.1)

4.1.2 The Cost of Work-In-Process Inventory
The distinguishing characteristics o f work-in-process model are shown in Figure
4.2. The production uptime o f plant 1 is Tuj . During the uptime, m batches are shipped
to the succeeding plant. The production at plant 1 stops when the quantity o f parts
produced by the plant 1 is enough for the demand at plant 2, but during the downtime,
the demand at plant 2 consumes the stocks.

I(t)

W

T/K

2T/K

3T/K(m-I)T/K mT/K

(K-DT/K T

Figure 4.2. The WIP with both p and D are constant.
Plant 1 consumes the raw material and produces the semi-finished products that
build the work-in-process inventory. At the fixed interval T/K, as the stock level in this
plant reaches to the batch size, Ow, the parts are carried by containers to the succeeding
plant. Since every shipment is accompanied by a kanban, the number o f kanban
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delivering is equivalent to the number o f shipments. The production rate pi and P2 may
not be the same. Usually pi is greater than P2 to prevent idleness at plant 2. During the
uptime, the plant 1 continuously manufactures parts. When it is time to deliver, Ow
amount o f parts are loaded onto the container with a kanban and transported to plant 2.
At this time, the stock level does not drop to zero because the output o f the production
exceeds the batch size during the uptime. Then, work-in-process inventory builds up
again starting in that level as the production continues. At the next delivery time, Qw
amount o f parts is again transported to plant 2, and this process o f build up and delivery
continues during the uptime. At the moment when the build-up inventory is sufficient
for the remaining time in the period, the production stops and the inventory is consumed
by the plant 2 in batches.
The amount of items produced in the time period Tvj are equal to O. It is
obtained that

K

mT

Q = Z Qw = KQw

and

Like in the case o f raw material, the average inventory o f the WIP also needs to
be calculated. Figure 4.2 is redrawn as shown in Figure 4.3 for this purpose. To simplify
the calculation, the virtual inventory is shown and is denoted by the dashed line area.
Hence, the average inventory is given by

T\Q. +(K - m ) ) (K -m )

(l + m - l) ( m - l)
2

2
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“ ! & , ( * - » > +1)

(4 2 )

where K is the number o f shipments o f WIP and m is the number o f shipments placed
during the uptime.

1(0

T/K

2T/K

3T/K (m-I)T/K

mT/K

(K-I)T/K

T

Ul

Figure 4.3. Evaluating the average inventory.

The cost of work-in-process inventory, TCW, is comprised o f setup cost, kanban
delivering cost, and the inventory holding cost. Hence, the WIP cost is given by

TCW= Asi ^ - + AW
Ci
CJW

—

- m + 1)
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(4.3)

4.1.3

The Cost o f Finished Goods Inventory
The throughput o f the plant 2 forms the inventory model for finished goods. The

total stock in that stage increases at a rate o f po. The finished goods are shipped to the
buyers or to the warehouse. Because o f the constant demand rate, the optimal quantity
o f this inventory is also a fixed batch size and each shipment is made at a fixed interval.
Now, the problem is to determine the number o f shipments and the batch size that
should be planned to meet the demand o f the buyer(s).
At the next delivery time, Of amount o f final parts is shipped to the buyer. It is
observed that the characteristics o f the finished goods model shown in Figure 4.4 are
the same as that o f WIP. The production at plant 2 stops when the quantity o f finished
goods produced is enough to meet the demand o f buyer(s), and, as in the case of WIP,
the shipment o f stocks continues until the demand is satisfied.
As the behavior o f finished goods inventory is the same as the WIP inventory
over the cycle tim e T, Equation (4.2) can be directly used for calculating this average
finished goods inventory:

IaVe = \-Q f(n -s + 1)

(4.4)

where O /is the finished goods shipping quantity over a period T and n, s are the number
of shipments placed at the final plant and the number o f shipments placed during the
uptime o f the final plant, respectively.
The cost o f finished goods stage is given by

TCr ==As2 ^ +Af - £ - + B f ^ - ( . n - s + 1)
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(4.5)

where components from left to right are the setup cost, kanban delivering cost, and the
inventory holding cost, respectively.

m

T/n

2T/n

3T/n (s-l)T/n

sT/n

(n-l)TM

T

Figure 4.4. The finished goods inventory with both p and D are constant.
4.1.4 Total Cost of Single-Stage Supply Chain System
The inventory cost expressions for raw material (TCr), manufacturing stage
(TCw), and finished goods stage (TC/) are obtained previously. Thus, the total cost o f
SSSCS, TC, may be written as
TC = TCr + TCW+ TCf

= Ar^_+ H QiL+As l— +Aw — +H w^ - ( K - m + l )
Qr

2

s lQ

Qw

2
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+ H f Q r + H-wQw

h—

—nt + 1) + H f O f (n —s + 1)|

(4.6)

In Equation (4.6), some variables are interrelated, for example, there are relations
among Q, Qw, and^T, and also between K and m. The simplification o f this cost function
in Equation (4.6) may be further achieved in next section.
4.1.5 Uncapacitated SSSCS Model
If the capacity o f kanban container is assumed always larger than the batch size,
an uncapacitated model can be generated to describe the SSSCS. Further more, to build
the total cost function, the total quantity o f products manufactured in each stage over a
period T, Q, is assumed the same, i.e., O = n0Qr = KOw = nOf. The number of
shipments made during the production uptime Tuj at plant 1, mz is given by:
(4.7)

Similarly, at plant 2, the number o f shipment made during the production uptime

Tu2
,

S =

rtD

(4.8)

P2
Thus, substituting Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.8) into Equation (4.6), the
total cost can be rewritten as
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TCS(Q, Qr, Qw, Qf,K>m,n,s) = D

Ar , Aw , Af
+ ^ ( A sl + A s l )

Qr

Qw

Qf

+ ^ H rOr +HrOr + H wQw(K -m + l) + H fO f( n —s + 1)]

= D Ar j Aw i A f
KQr

Qw

HwQw

+ ^ ( H rOr + H ,0 „ + H r Of ) + S -(A ,l +A,3)

Qf J

Q

DQ

Qw

P\Q w)

+H/Qf

r 0

DO '

IQf

P iQ f js

(4 .9)

which, upon substitution and manipulation, yields the uncapacitated single-stage supply
chain problem as follows:
Problem SSSCS (Uncapacitated):

Min TCJno, K, n, Q)
- ^ ( n ° A r +KAW+ nAf )+]^

+ ■ Q Hw 1 - — + H f O\ 1-----I
P i)
I Pi.

= ^ ( n aAr +KAw+ nAf + Asl +As2)

O
+—
2

f
na

K

n

.

P\.

+H f

\

D_
P
i
t'UA

subject to
Wo, K ,n >0, and integer.
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(4 . 10)

where Q is a real (positive) number. Thus, Equation (4.10) is a mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP). In next section, the solution method for MINLP problem will
be addressed and a numerical example will illustrate the solution methodology.
The total quantity o f items produced at each stage over a period T, O, is a critical
variable in a supply chain system. Because each plant produces the same quantity o f the
parts in the same period, it appears in every plant cost component.
4.2

The Solution for The M odel O f SSSCS
The total cost function formulated for the single-stage supply chain system is a

mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem that is difficult to solve
optimally. MINLP problem in Equation (4.10) can be solved by using several
algorithms such as branch-and-bound (B&B) technique,

generalized Benders’

decomposition (GBD), the alternative dual approach, the outer approximation/equalityrelaxation (OA/ER), and the feasibility technique. Among them, the B&B, GBD, and
OA/ER are the most used ones to solve MINLP problems.
The B&B algorithm for MINLP problems is based on the same idea o f solving
the mixed-integer linear programming (MGLP).- First, the nonlinear programming (NLP)
relaxation o f the original problem is solved. The NLP relaxation o f the original problem
is obtained by ignoring the integer restrictions. If the solution satisfies the integer
constraints, it is the optimal solution o f MINLP, then the procedure stops. I f not, the
solution o f the relaxed problem provides a lower bound (minimization problems) to the
optimal solution. Then, the original problem is separated into two sets by adding
additional constraints one at a time, and the resulting NLP relaxed subsets are solved
one by one. When an integer solution is found, it provides an upper bound to the
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optimal solution o f MINLP. All nodes that exceed this bound are fathomed or dropped
from further consideration. The search procedure is continued in this way until all the
nodes are fathomed.
In the Generalized Benders’ Decomposition algorithm (Benders 1962, Salkin
and Mathur 1989), first, all o f the variables are divided into two sets: the discrete or
binary variables and the continuous variables. Usually, the discrete or binary variables
are considered to be complicating variables and the continuous variables to be the non
complicating variables. Next, a MILP master problem and a NLP sub-problem are
generated. The MILP master problem is obtained by projecting the original problem in
the reduced space o f the complicating variables. More specifically, a Lagrangian
function parameterized in the discrete variables at each sub-problem is derived. The
NLP sub-problem is generated by fixing the integer variables in the original MINLP to
a given initial value. The master problem provides a lower bound to the optimal
solution o f MINLP when the original problem is convex. This lower bound increases at
each major iteration. The solution o f the NLP provides an upper bound to the optimal
solution. This upper bound decreases at each major iteration. Finally, the procedure
converges when the upper bound and the lower bound are equal as keeping iterations.
The converging point gives the optimal solution.
The OA/ER algorithm (Duran and Grossman, 1986) is similar to the GBD. It
also includes solving interactively a MILP master problems and a NLP sub-problems.
The difference between the two algorithms is in the way the master problem is defined.
Unlike GBD algorithm, the master problem o f OA/ER is generated by projecting the
original problem in the full space o f all variables. In OA/ER, the linearization process is
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taken place at the optimal solution o f the NLP sub-problems. The MILP master
problems also provides a valid lower bound when the original problem is convex. The
convergence criterion is the same as in GBD, and the optimal solution is given at the
bound when the best upper bound and the lower bound are equal.
Each o f these three methods has its advantages and disadvantages in practice.
The B&B methods can lead to solve a large number o f nonlinear programming (NLP)
sub-problems in the case that the NLP relaxation is not very tight. GBD can solve
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) master problems and require solutions o f the
NLP for many major iterations. In OA/ER, the number of required major iterations is
small but the size o f MILP master problem is quite large. For this research, the MINLP
models generated are hard to be separated into continuous variables and non-continuous
variables. The B&B algorithm will be adopted to solve the problems.
As shown in Equation (4.10), the quantity produced over a period T, Q is a
continuous variable. The other three variables, n0 (number o f order placed for raw
material inventory), K (number o f batches that are to be delivered by kanbans, or
number o f shipment between two plants), and n (number o f shipments placed at the
final plant (finished goods)) are the integers. The B&B technique is adopted to solve
this MINLP problem. The algorithm o f it is presented in the subsection below.
4.2.1 A lgorithm 4.1: Branch and Bound A lgorithm for Solving M IN LP
Step 1: Solve the NLP relaxation o f the original problem SSSCS, and set the result as
the lower bound o f the optimal solution o f MINLP problem, Zc — TC;
Step 2: I f the solutions are integer, process stops and the optimal solution is obtained; if
not, set the upper bound Zu -»
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Step 3: Form the subsets by adding constraints one at a time and the resulting NLP
relaxed subsets are solved one by one; Check the feasibility o f the solutions,
keep the feasible solutions to form the nodes.
If the solutions are integer, update Zl i.e., set Zl equal to the new solution;
Step 4: Compare Zl with Zu, I f Zl < Zu, update Zu by Zu <—Zl,
Step 5: Look for the most promising node for further fathoming;
Step 6: Repeat Steps 2 - 4 .
The flowchart of B&B shown in Figure 4.5 illustrates the procedures to solve
the MINLP problems.
Theorem 4.1

The optimum total cost o f a single-stage supply chain system defined by
the relaxed MINLP problem is given by:

TC(x*) = y[2D{jArH r + yjAwH w + ^A f H f + Jo/?)

(4.11)

where x* = (xj*. x2*. x3*, O*), a = Asi + As2, and

Proof:

In Equation (4.10), let xJt x2, and x3 replace n0, K, and n, respectively,
i.e., jc = (xj, X2 , x3, Q). Also let Z replace TC. Therefore, Equation (4.10)
is rewritten as

Z(xj, x2, x3, Q) = — (Arxt +A wx 2 +Ar x3 +Asl +AsZ)
Q Hr
2 xx

+ —

—

-

+

H w Hf
(
D^]
(
DY
+H W 1 - — + H f 1 - —
x2
x3

—

-

+

—

-

xj, x2, x3 >1 and integer, O > 0.
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(4.12)

MINLP Problem
Solve relaxed NLP problem
and set lower bound Zl
Yes
Integer solution ?
Set upper bound
Zu oo
Form subsets by adding
Constraints and solve
Yes
Infeasible ?
No

No
Integer solution ?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Any subset left ?
No
Yes >.-%

Infeasible solution

No
Zy = optimal solution

Figure 4.5. Flowchart of branch and bound algorithm.
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From Equation (4.12), the partial derivatives at xj, X2 , x3 and O lead to:

* .£ .a - 2 ^ =0
Q r 2x,2

(4.13a)

Sjc,

3 c2

O

H..
* z'= Q , 2DAW

2x,

Q f± =o
asr3

2DAf

2x, 2

O

(4.13b)

(4.13c)

D
(Arx j + Awx2 + Aj-X2 + ^4^] ■+■As2)
Q2

3Z

dQ

1 H . H„
- +-^—
2 xr
x2

+ —

H —+
f H
a W\f ,1 - —
Z>Y, „ r 1, _- A l l = 0 (4.13d)
/
x3
v
Pi J
I
Pi.

Substitution o f the values o f x /, x /, and x3' into Equation (4.13d) yields:

o

2DCAt l + A *)

2D a

(4.14)

• =

i

H wf 1- - ] + H f f 1- - ]
^ Pi j
v. Pi 2

Here jc* = (x /, x2*, x3*, Q *) is a stationary point. Plugging x* into
Equation (4.12), the Z* value is obtained as

D
Z(x*) =
O

r
A M * .l-^ -+ A M * .\J = * - + ArQ *
2DA„

2DAr

, Hf

2DA/

r
o

Hr
Q . J L -.
U2DAr-

H

+

w = +—

Q, L 2V 2DA

Hf
f
2ZM/
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£> a + Q*
0
+ ----^ —B

Q*

2

m

|

DArH r , \DAWH W ,

f H f

DAfHf

D

+-f—

\2D a

a+

1

2D a 0
I— — P

2 \ p

P

= yj2DArH r + y]2DAwH w + p D A f H f +yjlDccP

= >/2D ^ A rH r +y/AwH w + 4 Af H f + yfip )

□

It is tested that the stationary point x* corresponds to the global minimum
because the NLP function in Equation (4.12) is proved to be convex (see Appendix A).
M ake-to-order policy:
In Equation (4.11), the first three terms relate to the raw material stage, work-inprocess stage, and finished good stage, respectively. The fourth term -yjaP is the cost
occurred in shipping materials in batch where a is the total kanban setup cost and P is
the cost due to the large production rate. I f the production rate is the same as the
demand rate at each plant, the situation transforms to make-to-order policy (i.e., the
parts produced by the preceding plant are immediately delivered to the succeeding
plant).
Lemma 4.1

In a single-stage supply chain system, when ^JaP = 0, the kanban
operates under make-to-order policy.
'

Proof:

U

(
o']
(
D^
+H f 1 - —
1+ ^ ,2) H w 1 - —
^ Pi;
^ P \j
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~

where a = Asl + As2 and P = H w

Pi

+H f

It is observed that a = 4 sl +^4j2 *s always greater than zero. Thus, the
condition that makes tJcc/3 = 0 is that P = 0. When P = 0 is true, if and
only if the p j = p 2 = D. Therefore, the system is operated under the
make-to-order policy.

□

Following corollary reveals the fact of make-to-order policy.
Corollary 4.1 The optimum total cost o f a single-stage supply chain system defined by
the relaxed MINLP problem in the make-to-order production is given by:

TC(x*) = J i D ( j A rH r + 4A wH w + y/A j-H f)
Proof:

(4.15)

In Equation (4.11), the term -JaP is

D

(As1+As2)
h

' H

)

+h '

Pi

According to Lemma 4.1, in the make-to-order policy, -yjaP = 0. Thus,
the optimum total cost is written as

TC(x*) = y[2L>{jArH r +JAWH W + ^ A f H f + 4 a p )
= j2 D { jA rH r +yjAwH w +yjA f H f

□

4.2.2 N um erical Example
E xam ple 4.1: A kanban controlled single-stage supply chain system.
F or a single-stage supply chain system with two plants, the demand rate D,
production rates pi and p 2, setup costs (kanban shipping cost) Asl and As2,
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manufacturing setup costs Ar, Awand Af, and holding costs Hr, Hw and H f are given in
Table 4.1. In this problem, Step 1: for the relaxed MINLP, find the optimum total cost
o f supply chain system by using Theorem 4.1. Step 2: for the MINLP, determine the
number o f shipments and batch size in raw material stage, WIP, and finished good
stage, and determine the part quantity produced in one cycle period.
Table 4.1. The parameters o f a SSSCS.

D

P

units/year

units/year

Setup cost (shipping)
dollar/batch

5000

p i= 5500
p 2 = 5600

Asi = 300
As2 = 250

Setup cost
dollar/setup

Holding cost
dollar/unit/year

Ar = 110
Aw= 120
Af = 100

Hr = 45
Hw= 30
Hf = 35

Solution for Step 1:
From Equation (4.11) of Theorem 4.1, the optimum total cost is given by:

TC(x*) = j2 D ( jA rH r + JA WH W + j A f H f + J r f )
= A/2(5000)(A/45(110) +V 30(120)

+ V 35(100) + +V550(10.833))

= 100(189.517 + 59.686)
= $24,920
This solution is set as the lower bound for the B&B Algorithm to solve the
MINLP problem.
Solution for Step 2:
Substituting the values in Table 4.1 into Equation (4.12), yields:

9
6
1
^
Min Z(x],x2,x3, Q) = 59 9 ° ° q iXi +10.r2 + 12x3 + 55) + 2.5Qr —
+ — + — +1.81 (4.16)
X2 X3
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rto, K, n > 1 and are integers.
This MINLP problem is solved by applying the B&B algorithm as follows:
Step 1: Solve the NLP relaxation o f the original problem, set the result as the lower
bound o f the optimal solution o f MINLP problem, Zl = Z;
From equations (4.13a)-(4.13c) and (14), The solution o f NLP relaxation is:

xj= 5.89

Q = 922

*2 = 4.61

Z = $24,920

x3 = 5.45
It is observed that the Z value is the same as that obtained in Step 1 by Theorem
4.1.

Thus, set the current Z as the lower bound of the optimal solution to

MINLP problem, ZL = $24,920.
Step 2: As all x, 's are not integer solutions, the process continues. The upper bound is
set to Zu —>oo;
Step 3: To form the subsets, the additional constraints, xj <5,xj> 6, X2 <4, x3 > 5, x3 <
5, x3 > 6, are added into the Equation (4.16) by one at a time. Thus, six subsets
are formed at this level. These six subsets are solved one by one. After that, the
feasibility o f the solutions is checked and the feasible solutions form the nodes.
At the same time, the integer solutions are checked. If integer solution is found,
then update Zl by setting Zl equal to the integer solution.
Step 4: As none o f these six subsets is an integer solution, the search has to continue at
a most promising node. So, the Z values o f these six subsets are compared. It is
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observed that the node 2 with Z value o f $24,921 is the smallest. Then, Zu,
which is S24,920, is updated by Zl (Zl = $24,921).
Step 5: Find the most promising node for further fathom. The search continues at the
node 2. Four children o f node 2 are checked. The most promising node for
further fathom at this step is node 8. Then, at the node 12, an integer solution is
found which is X = (xJt x2, Xj, O) = (6, 5, 6, 966), z —24,941.
It is observed the node 5 at the top level is less than z = 24,941. Thus, the node 5
needs to be fathomed.
Step 6: Repeat Steps 2 - 4 .
The solution procedure o f this B&B algorithm is shown in Figure 4.6. The
computer code for implementing the B&B algorithm is in Appendix B. In Figure 4.6,
the number which is above the additional constraint indicates the node sequence that
has been searched by the B&B method. First, the six nodes in the first level are
calculated. Next the search starts at the node (2) as it is the current smallest value, z =
24,921, and is the most promising to obtain a better result. Further, the search continues
at the node (8) and obtains an incumbent solution, X = (xJt x2, xj. O) = (6, 5, 6, 966), z =
24,941. When looking back, the node (10) is again the most promising to obtain a better
solution as its z value is less than the incumbent solution. W hen it is searched, no better
solution is found, but the same result as the incumbent solution is obtained. Until now,
the search for this branch is completed as the other nodes o f it are all fathomed. Then, it
is observed that the node (4) that is in other branch is found to be promising because its

z value is less than the incumbent solution. Therefore, the search procedure is resumed
at this node and this branch is fathomed. By following the B&B algorithm, finally the
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optimal result is obtained at )C = (*/, x2, x3. Q) = (6, 5, 6, 966), z* = 24,941. It is
observed that this result can be obtained at four nodes: (12), (14), (20), (26), and (32).
The solution sequence including the best solutions are shown in Table 4.2:
Table 4.2. The solution sequence.
Ranked
Sequence

X = (xj, x2, xJp Q)

Z values

1

(6, 5, 6, 966)

24,941

2

(6, 5, 5, 925)

24,963

3

(6, 4, 6, 916)

25,008

4

(5, 5, 5, 879)

25,030

To solve the resulting subsets o f the MINLP, an inequality constraint will be
added to the relaxed NLP. A series o f subsets will be numbered in the following method
as it is easy for computer calculation. In this example, the whole subsets are described
by a tree shown in Figure 4.7. Underneath the original NLP, six subsets are generated in
that level (it is called level A). They are noted as PA1, PA2, ..., PA6 (for general, the
nodes in this level are indicated by PAi, / = 1, 2, ..., 2N, N is the number o f integer
variables). In this example, because the number of integers is 3, so the largest sequence

i = 2N= 2 (3) = 6. The subsets generated in next level called level B. The nodes will be
noted as PBij,y = 1, 2 ,..., 2(JV-1). For example, the node PB24 indicates a node that is a
fourth child o f node PA2, and so on. In Figure 4.7, the shaded nodes are covered by the
B&B algorithm. The total subsets calculated by the B&B algorithm are 32.
The final results are x* = (xy *x2*,xs*, Q*) = (6, 5, 6, 966), which yields the total
cost Z(x*) = Z(6, 5, 6, 966) = $24,941.
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Start min Z
The solution o f relaxed NLP problem
X = [x,, x 2, Xj, Q] = [5.89,4.61,5.45,922]
Z = 24,920
Set Zl=24,920

X

'(2 )

(5)

X| S 5

X[ 2 6

X =[5,4.22,4.99,843]
Z = 24,964
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Figure 4.6. Solution procedure by branch and bound algorithm.
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The inequality constraints added to the NLP make the NLP more complicated to
solve. In the solution process, Kuhn-Tucker Conditions are applied to insure the
optimality o f the solutions for Kuhn and Tucker have extended the optimality criteria
for solving the general NLP problem with both equality and inequality constraints.
4.2.3

K u h n and Tucker C ondition in Solving The G eneral N LP Problem
The Kuhn-Tucker necessity theorem identifies the points that are not optimal.

When the sufficiency conditions hold, finding a Kuhn-Tucker point gives an optimal
solution to an NLP problem. Following the Kuhn-Tucker necessity theorem and KuhnTucker sufficiency theorem, the Example 4.1 is solved. The Problem PA1, the subset
generated from Equation (4.16), is presented here to illustrate the Kuhn-Tucker
necessity theorem and Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency theorem.
Exam ple 4.2: Problem PA1
A subset by adding an inequality constraint Xj < 5 into the original NLP forms
Problem PA1.
M in Z (Q ,x i,x 2,x 3) =

st.

50000

O

(1 lxx + 10x2 + 12x3 + 55) + 2.5g — + — + — +1.81 ] (4.17)
X2

X3

xj < 5

Solution:
Rewrite X] < 5 by - x; + J > 0. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are given below:
50000

O2

(1 lxj + IOX2 + 12x3 + 55) + 2 .5 |----- 1-------1------ (-1.81 = 0

Xi

x2

x3

J

(4.18)
(4.19)
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X/< 5

(4.22)

w /(xy-5) = 0

(4.23)

Let xj = 5 and substitute it into Equation (4.18), and solve it with the Equation
(4.20) and (4.21) simultaneously,
50000

r 6

1

(10x2+12*3 +110)+ 2.5 — + — + 3.61

O2

Vx 2

*3

^

=

0

J

*2 = 0.005010
*j = 0.005920
It yields:
*2 = 4.22, *j = 4.99, 0 = 843.
Then, substitute O = 843 in to Equation (4.19), it yields uj = 412.7

x* = (5,4.22, 4.99, 843) is feasible, and uj = 412.7 is positive. Thus, the solution
x* = (5, 4.22, 4.99, 843), and uj = 284.6 satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker conditions.
Next, ** = (5, 4.22, 4.99, 843) is proved an optimal solution by Kuhn-Tucker
sufficiency theorem. Since Hessian matrix H is positive for a wide range o f x* = (5,
4.22, 4.99, 843) by verifying the conditions. This implies Z is a convex function. The
inequality constraint */ < 5 is a concave function. Thus, the Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency
conditions are satisfied. Therefore, x* = (5, 4.22, 4.99, 843) is an optimal solution to
Problem PA1. The objective function gives Z* = $24,964.
For the other subset problems, they are solved in the same way as shown above.
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4.3

Sensitive Analysis
It is o f general interest how the change o f the system’s parameters will affect the

total cost o f the supply chain model. This insight is examined for the MXNLP model by
changing the ordering cost Ar, inventory holding cost Hw, and kanban delivery cost As.
The analytical solution can be obtained by the partial differentiation o f Equation (4.12)
with respect to the parameters Ar, Hw, and As.

Z(xi, x2, xs, O) = ^ { A rxx + A wx 2 +Af x3 +Asl +As2)
O

f

+—
2

.’1- -P )i)

+Hf

(4.12)
\

P i j

The partial differentiation o f the total cost Z in Equation (4.12) are directly
derived as:

dZ D
= — x,
8Ar O 1

(4.24)

dZ
dHr

(4.25)

and

Q
2xx

From Equations (4.31) and (4.32), w e can conclude that the effects o f the
parameters to total cost are linear in increase because the right sides o f both equations
are constant.
The effects o f the parameters to the total quantity Q is obtained by using implicit
differentiation. First, an implicit function, F (Ar, Q), is formed by the original Equation
(4.12), then, partial differentiation is done to the implicit function. For example, - ^ - i s

dAr

given by:
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F ( A r ,Q ) = Z ~ ^ < X * i + A wx 2 + A f x z + A sl + As2 )

Q ^

H^

+H

+H f 1 -

2

Pi.

D_

(4.26)

P2 .

According to the method o f implicit differentiation, we have

dQ _
dA.

FJA r

(4.27)

From Equation (4.26), F a t and F q are obtained:
_ Dxy

Hr

(4.28)

Q o2 2x,

(4.29)
Substituting Equations (4.28) and (4.29) into (4.27), yields:

SO _
2x10
a 4r H r0 2 - 2 D x\

(4.30)

Equation (4.30) is still an implicit function. The partial differentiation o f O to
other parameters can be obtained by the same procedure. Since Equation (4.30) is an
implicit function, the analytical solutions are not immediately available. Hence, a
numerical simulation is pursued.
(1) The change in the ordering cost in raw material stage
Table 4.3 shows the effect o f changes in total quantity Q and total cost TC with
respect to the ordering cost Ar, for a set o f values of Ar ranging from 55 to 150,
dollars/order. These effects are also shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9.
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Table 4.3. The O and TC with change in Ar.

Ar

Q

TC

55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150

912
921
930
909
916
924
931
938
907
913
919
925
931
937
943
899
904
908
913
918

22905
23123
23339
23545
23737
23927
24116
24303
24472
24637
24801
24963
25125
25286
25445
25593
25731
25869
26006
26143

950
940
930
920
O'

910
900
890
880
870
50

70

11 0

90

130

A r

Figure 4.8. The functional values o f O with respect to Ar.
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150

^rcnn
26000
25500
25000
£ 24500
24000
23500
23000
7*7^00

-

-

50

70

i

I

90

110

130

1
150

Ar

Figure 4.9. The functional values o f TC with respect to Ar.
It is observed that Q has saw-tooth shape with the change in ordering cost Ar. At
the beginning, Q goes up, then drops as Ar increases linearly in a certain range. This up
and down process o f O for a range o f Ar forms a saw-tooth structure indicating that the
functional behavior o f O is longer or more stable for higher values o f Ar. While the
functional value o f Q varies in saw-tooth fashion, the TC value increases linearly and
consistently for increase o f Ar.
(2) The Change in the inventory holding cost in W IP stage
The functional values between pair Q and Hw, and pair TC and Hware shown in
Figure 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. The range changed in holding cost, Hw, is from 12 to
50, dollars/unit/year.
From Figure 4.10, one can clearly see that Q becomes smaller, with a slight
wiggling, as holding cost increases. For the TC, the behavior is the same as it is with the

Ar. It increases linearly and consistently as Hwincreases.
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Figure 4.10. The functional values o f O with respect to Hw.
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Figure 4.11. The functional values o f TC with respect to Hw.
(3) The C hange in k anban delivery cost in W IP stage
In this examination, the kanban delivery cost As2 is changed from 110 to 300,
dollar/batch. Figure 4.12 and 4.13 demonstrate the effect o f change in Q and TC with
respect to As2.
It is observed that O is relatively even but a slight increase trend with the
increase o f kanban delivery cost. For the TC, it has still a positive relation to the
increase o f A,2.
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Figure 4.12. The functional values o f O with respect to AS2 -
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Figure 4.13. The functional values o f TC with respect to A&.

4.4

The F inite C apacity SSSCS Model
In actual production, the capacity o f kanban container should be considered

because the types o f materials are quite different from gas, liquid to solid, and the
package type and size differ from small to big, the demands are quite different, and the
manufacturers may not prepare all containers at a time. They may have finitely
capacitated resources. For example, at the raw material stage, if the batch size Qr is
occasionally greater than the container capacity Cr, then, a constraint, O / na < Cr, or Q -
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Cr n0 < 0, should be added to Equation (4.10) to accommodate the container’s capacity.
Similarly, the constraints, Q — Cw K < 0 and O - C/n < 0 need to be included to
incorporate the container capacity at both WIP and finished good stages. Thus, the
optimization model for this SSSCS would be modified as
Problem SSSCS (Finite capacity):

D
Min TC(n0tK,n,Q) =— (n0Ar +KAW+ nAf +Asl +Asl)
O
+—
2

D

xx

x2

1------ + H f
v
. Pi.

(4.31)

Pi

.

subject to

O -C r no <0

(4.31a)

Q -C JC < 0

(4.31b)

O - Cfn < 0

(4.31c)

Q >0, no, K, n >0 and integers.

(4.3 Id)

This is a finite capacity mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP)
problem.
In the previous section, the B&B algorithm is adopted to solve uncapacitated
MINLP problem. The additional constraint added to the NLP relaxation is an inequality
constraint one at a time. Lagrange multipliers could be used for the equality-constrained
optimization problems. Kuhn and Tucker have extended the Lagrange multipliers to the
NLP optimization problems with both equality and inequality constraints by applying
Kuhn-Tucker conditions.
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The strategy used for solving uncapacitated MINLP problem can be directly
applied to the finite capacity M INLP problem. Mathematically, the only way to follow
the constraints is to reduce the batch size Ow when the solution violates constraints.
However, it is not always economical to do so in actual production. Other alternative
approaches may be adopted to solve the problem economically as well. For example, a
company may choose a big container instead o f using a small container and the total
cost may be less than that from reducing the batch size. In general, the optimal solution
o f finite capacity MINLP problem may be obtained by following the criteria:
Solving the uncapacitated MINLP problem by the B&B algorithm, the solution

Z(x°) = Z(x°,X2 °,xs°,QD is obtained.
I f the solution does not violate the constraints, then,

Z(x*) = Z(xj *,X2 *xs *,Q*) = Z(x}0,x2 0,x3 0,0°)
I f the solution violates the constraints, say, 0° - Cwx2° ^ 0, i.e., Ow° > Cw, then,
(1) let Qw° - Cw; at same time it leads to increase the number o f
shipments, x2° because the production quantity 0° during one cycle T in every
plant is the same and cannot be changed only at one plant. So, calculate the total
cost, denoted by Z(x°,x 2

or

(2) Chooses a large size container with large capacity Cw. Let Qw° < Cw,
this means that the Kanban shipment cost Aw increases to A w. Calculate the total
cost, denoted as Z(x°,x 2
Thus, compare Z(x°,x 2 ’,x3 °,(f) with Z(xio,x2”,X3 0 ,O°) and choose the
smaller one as optimal solution.
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Example 4.3: The finite capacity MINLP for a SSSCS.
In a single-stage kanban system, the parameters are shown in Table 4.4.
Considering the capacities and shipment cost o f different type o f containers used in raw
material stage, WIP, and finished good stage, determine the number o f shipments and
batch size in raw material stage, WIP, and finished good stage, and determine the part
quantity in one period.
Table 4.4. Containers and their corresponding costs.
Containers used in RM Containers used in WIP Containers used in FG
Container type Cf (units) Af($/order) Cw (units) Aw($/order) Cr (units) Ar ($/order)
80
1
180
50
120
100
200
120
2
150
250
80
200
300
150
3
300
120
180
300
400

The first row value o f each table is substituted into Equation (4.31) and after
considering the container capacity constraints, yields:

^ 7 10 9
38^
Min Z(xi,x2,x3, 0) = -^ ^ —- (lOxl + 6x2 +9x3 + 5 0 0 )+ 20O — H------ 1------ 1----Vx i

x2

*3

(4.32)

3 y

subject to

O - lOOxy < 0

(4.32a)

Q - 50 x2 <0

(4.32b)

O - 8 OX3 <0

(4.32c)

xJt x2, x 3 > 1 and are integers.
First, the uncapacitated MINLP problem is solved by applying the B&B
algorithm. It yields:
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x° = {x.i°,xi,x°,(T) —(5, 8, 6, 440), and the total cost Z(x°) = Z(5, 8, 6, 440)
= $296,172.
Next, check if the constraints are violated, we have

Q? = Cf I x ° = 440 / 5 = 88 < Cr = 100

(4.32a)

Q„° = (? ! x / = 440 / 8 = 55 > Cw= 50

(4.32b)

0 / = 0° / * / = 440 / 6 = 73.3 < C/= 80

(4.32c)

It is observed that the constraint (4.32b) is violated. Then, the two alternatives
need to be implemented. First, increase the number o f shipment, and second, choose a
bigger capacitated container.
(1) Let Ow —Cw= 50, the number o f shipments, x2' =0 ° ! Ow° = 440 / 50 = 8.8
« 9. Calculate the total cost, denoted as Z(x°,X2 ,X30 ,0 °) = Z(5, 9, 6,440) = $296,310; or
(2) Chooses a large size container with large capacity Cw'. Let CV = 80, and A J

= 150. Calculate the total cost, denoted as Z(x°,xi\x°,CP)Replacing Cv = 50 and A w = 120 with Aw' = 150 and Cw' = 80, respectively in
Equation (4.32), Equation (4.32) becomes:

Min Z(x1 ,x2tx3, Q) —10^ )--Q(l0xl +7.5x2 4-9xj +500)+ 200

7
VX1

10
9 38
1------1---- H---- (4.32')
X2

X3

3

j

subject to

Q - 100x/ < 0

(4.32a’)

O -S 0 x 2<0

(4.32b')

Q - 8 OX3 <0

(4.32c')

xu xz x3 > 1 and are integers.
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Applying the B&B algorithm to this uncapacitated MINLP problem again, it
yields:

x° = (xl°,xi\x30,QD = (5, 7, 6, 440), and the total cost Z(x°) = Z(5, 7, 6, 440) =
$298,763.
The constraints still have to be checked at this time. As x°, x ° , and 0° did not
change, the constraints (4.32a1) and (4.32c') are satisfied as before. Only (4.32b') needs
to be checked:

Q„° = 0° / x2" = 440 / 7 = 62.9 < CJ = 80

(4.32b')

It is observed that the constraint (4.32b1) is satisfied at this time.
Comparing Z{xjo,x2 \x 3 o,0°) = $296,310 with Z (x/,x2",x/,0°) = $298,763,

Z(xi0,X2 ,x3 0 ,Off) - $296,310 is smaller. Thus, the optimal solution for this example is
given as:

x* = (xj*x 2 *,x3 *0*) = (5, 9, 6, 440)
Z(x*) = Z(5, 9, 6, 440) = $296,310

□

The MINLPs for both the uncapacitated and the finite capacity are solved
optimally by the B&B algorithm. From the solution, the number o f batches in each
stage Xj (j = 0, 1, 2,

N) and the total quantity o f items produced in one period in the

manufacturing system, O are obtained. From them, the batch size o f each stage is
known by Q/ xf. W ith this information, the number o f kanbans would be determined.
The information o f the production flows upstream, and the material flows downstream.
Both flows are carried by kanbans (the material is carried by containers attached a
kanban). The problem o f determining the number o f kanbans between the two adjacent
stages to cany the WIPs, and the kanban operation are discussed later.
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CHAPTER 5
MULTI-STAGE SUPPLY CHAIN SYSTEM
In this section, the model for the multi-stage supply chain system (MSSCS) is
discussed. The model for MSSCS is based on classical economic-order-quantity model
and the formulation follows the same way as in the SSSCS model. The model provides
the design parameters such as the ordering policy to the suppliers, the delivery policy to
the retailers, the batch size and number o f batches to deliver W IP, and the total quantity
of goods in manufacturing stages in one period. The operation parameters will be
determined in Chapter 7 after the design parameters are evaluated.
5.1

The Model Formulation o f Multi-Stage Supply Chain System
The method used for SSSCS model can be extend to build the MSSCS model. In

MSSCS, although the intermediate stages are more, the constituent costs for the system
are the same three components as in SSSCS: the cost o f raw materials at the first stage,

TCr, the cost o f WIP in intermediate manufacturing stages, and the cost o f finished
goods at last stage, TCf. The first and the third cost components are the same as SSSCS
except that the notations should be changed accordingly. The cost o f WIP in
intermediate manufacturing stages needs to be discussed in detail as follows.
5.1.1 The Cost of Work-In-Process Inventory at A Stage
The production at plant i is carried at a rate o f/?,- units/year. The parts produced
by this plant are the work-in-process inventory before they are shipped. As the stock
level reaches to the batch size, Qwi, the parts are carried by containers from plant / to
plant i+1. The semi-finished parts shipped to plant i from the immediate preceding
stage are the input of this stage. Since the semi-finished parts are shipped by kanbans in
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batches, the number o f kanbans, AT„ or the batch size, Qwi (container size) should be
determined optimally. The work-in-process behavior at stage i is shown in Figure 5.1.

m-T

The relations Q = "LQw, = KiQwi and Tu = —— are obtained at plant i. The number o f
K j

j= i

items produced at plant i during uptime Tui are equal to Q, that is,
Q

=

\ q ‘ P i d t = P iT ui = P i

m{T
K,

(5.1)

m

Qwi

2T/Ki 2T/Ki (mr l)T/Kk miT/K,

Figure 5.1. The WIP o f an intermediate stage.
The average inventory can be calculated by:
la ve

2

—w

(5.2)

m i+ 1 ) ]

Therefore, the cost of work-in-process inventory in this stage is given as
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5.1.2 The Cost of Finished Goods Inventory
The throughput o f the plant N + I forms the inventory o f finished goods. The
total stock in this stage increases at a rate of p N+l- The finished goods are shipped to
the buyers or to the warehouse in a fixed interval (See Figure 5.1). Because the demand
rate is constant, the optimal policy o f this inventory is determined as a fixed batch size.
As before, the average inventory can be written as:
I * * = ^ Q f ( n - s + 1)]

(5.4)

and the total cost at the last stage is given by

TCf =A,lt, ^

+Af ^ - + H r Qt-(.n - s + 1)

(5.5)

5.1.3 The Total Cost of Multi-Stage Supply Chain System
The total cost o f MSSCS can be written as:
TCm = TCr + Z TCW- + TCf
i=i

(5.5a)

where TCr is the cost o f raw material at first stage,

N

i=i

is the costs o f intermediate

stages between plant 1 and plant N + l, and the TCf is the cost o f finished goods stage at
the end plant N + l. Substitution of TCr, "LTCW , and TCf from Equation (5.1), (5.3), and
i=i
(5.5) respectively into the TCm Equation (5.5a) yields
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+ i H,Qr
2 1_

+Hf Q,
1=1

(5.6)
2 L*=l
Equation (5.6) is not simplistic because there are relations among Q, the batch
size, and number o f batches in each stage. For example, in stage

the O, Ow, and K,

have a relationship which will be exploited in next section.
5.1.4 Optimization Model of Multi-Stage Supply Chain System
Because the batch size at stage /, Owi is a constant, the relation between O, Ki,
and Qwi is given by
(5.7)

Q = K tOwi

where Kf is the number o f kanbans or number o f shipments made in one cycle at stage /.
The number o f shipment made during the production uptime, to, will be:

T/K,

T

TPi

(O / D)Pi

Pi

(5.8)

For the finished goods stage, the same relations as above may be obtained
accordingly. To build the total cost function, the total quantity o f parts produced in each
stage over a period T, O, is assumed to be the same, i.e., Q —n 0 Qr = K,Qwi —nQf. Thus,
by substitution o f equations (5.7) and (5.8), the total cost can be rewritten as:
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TC(0, rto, Kj, K-2, ... Kn, n)
+ i H rOr +
Z
r=l

+^r

+Hf Of

(Kf - m ()+ H f Of ( n -s )

Z L/=i

=

7 7

(J L

A r” °

+

2

/=!

( A sf

+ A *nK i ) + A f n

(5.9)

where no, Kt (/ = 1, 2, ..., N), and n are integers, and O is a real number. As in the
SSSCS model, Equation (5.9) is a nonlinear mixed-integer optimization function.
In Equation (5.9), the first part, as K, increases, the TC increases; in the second
part, when K, has a negative relationship with TC. The relationship o f O with TC is
opposite to that o f Kf with. From the structural characteristics, the equation has at least
one optimal point (O, no, Ku n). The solution method for solving MINLP problem used
in SSSCS will be adopted here and a numerical example will be used to illustrate the
method. In this MINLP, the integer numbers increase as the number o f stages increase.
Therefore, it becomes increasingly difficult to solve a large system optimally. A
heuristic from which the near optimal solution can be obtained may be needed for
problems with more stages.
5.2

T he Solution M ethodology for MSSCS M odel
The structure o f the total cost function formulated for the multi-stage supply

chain system is the same as the single-stage system, that is, a MINLP problem. In the
previous section, the MINLP problem is solved by a using B&B algorithm. In a B&B
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algorithm, the nonlinear programming (NLP) relaxation o f the original problem is
solved by using analytic method. The convexity of the NLP function is tested by
Hessian matrix. The subsets formed by adding inequality constraints one at a time are
successively solved by applying Kuhn and Tucker conditions as Kuhn and Tucker have
extended the optimality criteria for solving the general NLP problem. With KuhnTucker conditions, the Lagrange multipliers can be used in solving the general NLP
problem with both equality and inequality constraints.
As the structure o f the multi-stage supply chain model is same as the single-stage
system, the methods used to solve the single-stage model can be applied here directly.
Only thing that may be different is that the B&B algorithm will be modified for solving
the large size problem. A heuristic that applies the depth-first search method is used to
quickly obtain the final results when solving large size problem. In this section, the
Hessian matrix, Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and Lagrange multipliers method will be used
directly when they are needed.
Theorem 5.1 The optimum total cost of a multi-stage supply chain system defined by
the relaxed MINLP problem is given by:

f N+l

rc (x * ) = V2D £ j A wiH wi

(5.10)

vi=o

where a = Y.Asi , and /? =
i=i
/=!

Proof:

Pi.

In Equation (5.9), let xo, xj, ..., xm+i replace na Kj, K 2, ... Kn, and n,
respectively, i.e., x = (x& xIt ...,xx+i, Q). Also let Z replace TC. Therefore,
the general form of MSSCS in Equation (5.9) is:
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Z(Xo, X j, ..., XN+I, Q )

N+l

D_

N

Arxo + H ^si + T,Arixi +A fxN+1
i=l

Q

»=1

o fHh _ + N H
2

H f + £n H y

+

+ —

<=1 x i

Xo

Xo, Xj,

+ H f \

(5.11)

-

Pn +i J .

P i)

V

XH+1 1=1

D

1

..., xN+} >1 and integer.

I f the integer restriction is not considered, the partial derivatives at Xo, Xj,
.... Xtf+j, O are given below:

dZ

1 Hr
2

dZ = ^ - A ^ Q""
dZ

— A r

d xN + 1

Q

x,2

2

QHf
=
2

0

XN+Y

xN+\
N+1

D
O2

i

o

= 2,

DA,

Hf
2 DA
f

(5.12c)

jV

Arxo + X

+ ^ / XjV+1

=1

i= l

N

Hf

+—
2

(5.12a)

= 0 , / = 1,2, . . . , N =>x* = Q IJ L * - ( 5.12b)

^
2

D .

--------------- =

dZ
dO

2DAr

xr

XN+1 '=1

(
(.

D
i

-

-

Pi /

+H f

f

D

(5 .12d)

P n +i

Putting equations (5.12a)-(5.12c) into Equation (5.12d), the quantity in
one cycle, O, is given by
Jtf+l
2S X X ,
/=!
Q ' =

N

(

>; H w
I
,=i

1

d
1_—

X

(5.13)
ri
(

P i) J

£> i
P n+i y
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Let A r = A^o, Hr = H*o, Af = A„n+i , and Hf = HwN+}. Then, all x are
defined as
I Hr

i —0, 1, 2,

IDA.

N+l

and the Q* is written as:
N+l
2

D ? ,A a
i=l

(5.14)

N+\

I

z H*
1=1

I

a -J j

Substituting x* = (xc*, x

x^+j*, 0*) into Equation (5.11), after
Jsr+i

N+l

arrangement and by letting a = ^ A si and /? = ^ H
i=i
i=l

f

d

v

Ay

^

, the Z

value is obtained as
N+l

TCCx*) = j2D \ ^ 4 A ~ H ~ + 4^P

□

fci=0
Similar to SSSCS, the optimum cost components comprise o f two parts, the
costs correspond to each plant, i.e., the classical inventory cost, and the cost occurred in
kanban transportation, the term -Jafi . Again, for the make-to-order production
situation, the term *Joc/3 = 0.
Lemma 5.1

In a multi-stage supply chain system, when -Jct/S = 0, the kanban operates
under make-to-order policy.

Proof:

In a multi-stage supply chain system, -Ja/3 is defined as
IN + l

N+l

L4, Z #*
i=i

i=i

i
.

-

a

Pu
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N+l

N+l

where a = X 4 » and P = X-®*
i=l

/ '= !

p <.

N+l

It is obviously that a = X -^„■ will never be zero. Only when p ~ 0, then
1=1

the term -JaP becomes 0. The condition that makes p = 0 is that, if and
only if pi = p 2 = ... = Pn+i = D- Thus, the system is operated under the
make-to-order policy.

□

Again, for the make-to-order policy, the following corollary is derived.
Corollary 5.1 The optimum total cost o f a multi-stage supply chain system defined by
the relaxed MINLP problem in the make-to-order policy is given by:

Cn +i

rc(x*)=V2o X

(5.15)

t] a w,-h

v/=o

Proof:

In Equation (5.10), the term -JccP is
IN+1

N+l

L4,
i=i
i=i

(5.16)
Pi.

V

In the make-to-order policy, pj = p 2 = ... = P n + i = D. According to
Lemma 5.1, y[aP = 0. Thus, the optimum total cost is given by
f N+l

TC(x*) = J2D

X ylAwiH wi + 4vP
V 1=0

j

fN+l ______
= yf2D X \Ayri^Wi

□

V.,‘=0
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Actually, in the real life, the goal of make-to-order production is hard to be
achieved because it is impossible to design the production rate in each plant to be the
same as the demand rate. To solve the MINLP, again, the Hessian matrix is used to test
the convexity of the NLP function, therefore, the stationary point x* corresponds to a
minimum is tested. A numerical example is adopted to show the solution procedures to
illustrate the B&B algorithm.
Example 5.1: A three-stage supply chain system.
The SC with kanban operation is shown in Figure 5.2 and its parameters are
given in Table 5.1 below. There are two questions for this multi-stage SC. Step 1: for
the relaxed MINLP, find the optimum total cost o f supply chain system by using
Theorem 5.1. Step 2: for the MINLP, Determine the number of shipments or batch size
in raw material stage, WIPs, and finished good stage, and determine the part quantity in
one cycle period.

Kanban Stage

Kanban Stage

Kanban Stage

1

2

3

Plant

WK(1) PK(1)

WK(2) PK(2)

WK(3)

PK(3)

Figure 5.2. A 3-stage kanban production system.
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WK(4)

PK(4)

Table 5.1. The system parameters o f a MSSCS.
Demand o f finished Production rate Setup cost (shipping)
dollar/batch
units/year
goods (units/year)

D = 5000

Ar = 110
AwJ = 100
A w 2 = 80
A W3 = 120
Awf — 100

Asi = 300
A s 2 = 250
Ass = 300
A s 4 = 350

P ; =5500
P 2 —5600
P j = 6000
P 4 = 5500

Holding cost
Setup cost
dollar/setup dollar/unit/year

Hr = 45
HwJ = 30
H w 2 = 45
H w 3 = 25
Hwf—35

Solution for Step 1:
From Equation (5.10) of Theorem 5.1, the optimum total cost is given by:
.

(N + l

--------------

TC(x*) = yf2D £ yjAwiH wi

,----- ^

J

S.1=0

= >/2(5000)(v/45(110) + +^30(100) + ^45(80) +^25(120) + ^35(100) + V(1200)(14.897))

= 100(299.06 + 133.71)
= $43,277
Solution for Step 2:
Substituting the values from Table 5.1 into Equation (5.9), it yields:

Min

Z(xo, xj,x2,x3,X4 , O) = ^ X^ —(llx 0 + 10xL+ 8x2 + 12x3 +10x4 +120)
45

30 45

25

35 . . .

X3

X4

(5.17)

+ 0 — + — + — + — H------+ 14.9
V X0

Xl

X2

)

This MINLP problem is solved by applying the B&B algorithm as follows:
Step 1: Solve the NLP relaxation o f the original problem, set the result as the lower
bound o f the optimal solution o f MINLP problem, Zl = Z;
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From equations (5.12a)-(5.12c) and Equation (5.13), the solution o f NLP
relaxation is:

Xo = 5.47,

Xj = 4.92,

0 = 898,

Z = $43,277

x 2 = 6.73,

x j = 4.10,

x 4 = 5.31

This solution is the same as that obtained in Step 1 by Theorem 5.1. It is set as
the lower bound for the B&B Algorithm to solve the M INLP problem.
Step 2: As it is not an integer solution, the process continues. The upper bound is set to

Ztj —> oo;
Step 3: To form the subsets, the additional constraints, xo < 5, xo> 6, xj <4, xj > 5, x 2 ^
6, x2 > l,x 3 < 4, x? > 5, x4 < 5, x4 > 6 are added into Equation (5.17) by one at a
time. Thus, ten subsets are formed at this level. These ten subsets are solved one
by one. The feasibility o f the solutions is checked at each step. At the same time,
the integrality o f the solution is also checked. I f integer solution is found, then
update Zl by setting Zl equal to the objective function with integer solution.
Step 4: Compare Zl with Zu- I f Zl ^ Zu, update Z u b y Zu <- Zl',
It is observed that among the results o f the ten subsets, none o f them is an
integer solution. Next, compare the Z values o f them, the node 4 with Z value o f
$43,277 (current Zl ) is the smallest. Then, Zu, which is S43,277, is updated by
Z l (Z l

= $43,277) (This time, the values o f Zu and Z l are same).
The search starts at the node 4. Eight children o f node 4 are checked.

Again, the Z values o f them are compared and it is found that the node 45 with Z
value of $43,279 is the smallest. Then, update Zu by Zl (Zl = $43,279). Then,
the search starts at node 45,454,4542, and so on.
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Step 5: At the bottom o f this branch, an integer solution is found at node 45421. At this
moment, it is observed that the value o f node 7 which is at another branch is less
than the integer value o f node 45421. Then, the search continues at node 7.
Step 6: Repeat Steps 3 —5.
This procedure is illustrated by Figure 5.3. In the figure, the inequality equation
presents the additional constraint added to the problem in that node. Inside the cycle, the
first number denotes the node number. A single digit denotes the node in level 1, two
digits denote the node in level 2, and so on. From the digits, the parent-child
relationship can also be found. For example, the number 442 means that that node is in
level 3, and it is the second child of the parent node 44 in level 2 which is the fourth
child o f node 4 in level 1, that is: its top ancestor is node 4 in level 1. The number in
bottom in the cycle presents the total cost found in that node. In level 1, the solutions o f
ten subsets are given. It is observed that node 4 with total cost $43,277 is the most
promising. Then, set the lower bound to this value and the algorithm fathoms from this
node. At the next level, eight nodes are evaluated and the node 45 is the smallest, so this
node is fathomed. There are six children from node 45 with the child 454 is the
smallest. Following the same procedure, it goes down to node 4542, and 45421. An
integer solution with the value o f $43,301 is found in node 45421 as an incumbent
solution. Afterwards, all nodes where values are less than this value are evaluated. For
example, node 4543 is evaluated immediately. Then, node 452, 455 are fathomed.
During this procedure, any node with the value less than $43,301 will replace node
45421 as an incumbent solution. After all promising nodes are fathomed, the node
45421 stays the smallest, which means it is an optimal solution for the M3NLP. The
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node and all other nodes that have the same value are shaded in Figure 5.3. In Figure
5.3, continued figures are only shown by node 6 and 42 as an illustration. It is not a
completed figure. The optimal solution is x* = (x0*, xj* X2 *,x3 *,X4 *, Q *) = (6, 5, 7, 4, 5,
901) with the total cost Z(pc*) = Z(6, 5, 7, 4, 5, 901) = $43,301.
F or the MINLP model o f Equation (5.9), the total number o f nodes is 1 + 2N +

22N (N —1) + 23N (N - 1)(N —2)+ ... + 2hINL In this example, the number o f total nodes
is 1 + 2N + 22N(N-1) + 23N(N-l)(N-2) + 24N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3) + 25N(N-1)(N-2)(N3)(N-4) = 5131. The nodes that are evaluated by the B&B method are 1 + 2N + 2N(N1) + 2N(N-l)(N-2) + 2N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3) + 2N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3)(N-4) = 651. Only
12.69% o f the nodes are searched by the method. The alternative results are listed in the
Table 5.2:
Table 5.2. The solution sequence.
Ranked
Sequence
1

Node

X = (xft xJt x2. x3, x4, Q)

Z values

45421

(6, 5, 7, 4, 5, 901)

43,301

2

45422

(6, 5, 7, 4, 6, 923)

43,317

3

45231

(6, 5, 6, 4, 5, 882)

43,329

4

45541

(5, 5, 7, 4, 5, 874)

43,347

5

45111

(5, 5, 6, 4, 5, 856)

43,348

6

45212

(6, 5, 6, 4, 6, 904)

43,369

7

46222

(6, 5, 7, 5, 6, 950)

43,372

8

46232

(6, 5, 7, 5, 5, 927)

43,387

9

51111

(5, 4, 6, 4, 5, 832)

43,388

10

61212

(5, 5, 7 ,4 ,5 , 896)

43,395
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5.2.1 Complexity o f Branch and Bound Algorithm for Solving MINLP
It is difficult to analyze the complexity o f this B&B algorithm. To do this, the
number o f nodes checked is counted and is expressed as a function o f N, the number o f
integers in MINLP.
Theorem 5.1

For any multi-stage supply chain system, the complexity o f the B&B
algorithm to solve the total cost model, MINLP, is 0 (N N).

Proof:

In the tree o f brand and bound algorithm shown in Figure 4.7 (in SSSCS
problem, Chapter 4), level 0 (root) contains 1 node, level 1 contains 2N
nodes, level 2 contains 22 N(N —1) nodes, ..., and level N contains 2?N!
nodes. The total number o f nodes is

1 + 2N+ 2 rN (N -l) + 2 3 N (N - 1)(N- 2) + ... + 2?N!
>1 + 2 N + I f 2 + N 3 + ... + N n
1

„

N -1
The 0(1^) is Big-O notation (Neapolitan and Naimipour, 1996) that is used to
specify qualitative approximations and therefore express the computational complexity
o f the algorithm. The worst case o f the B&B algorithm may commit to this complexity.
Therefore, The complexity o f the algorithm is exponential form.
5.2.2 Modified Branch and Bound Algorithm for Solving MINLP
The computation complexity o f the B&B algorithm is 0(2V^. The algorithm
whose complexity is exponential is regarded as intractable. As the N becomes bigger,
the computing time will be soon beyond o f control. The algorithm needs to be modified
to ease the computing complexity. To reduce the complexity, the algorithm should be
modified so that the number of nodes to be checked will be reduced. Unfortunately, it
94
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will not be an optimal algorithm as the original. It is a heuristic which obtains the near
optimal solution. For large size MINLP problem, although this kind o f heuristic is not
an optimal algorithm, it is very helpful to obtain the satisfactory results.
In the node tree o f B&B algorithm, the levels o f the tree equals to 1 plus the
number of N. In the second level, there are 2N nodes that descend from the root node.
These 2N nodes should all be checked and sorted in the increasing order. The next
search restarts from the first node (the smallest value) o f the sorted nodes, which goes to
the third level. That node has 2N —2 children. Again, these 2N —2 nodes are checked
and sorted in the increasing order, and so on so forth until the search procedure reaches
to the bottom where there are two nodes need to be checked. The smaller number o f
these two nodes is the final result o f this heuristic. I f the nodes in a level are infeasible,
back to the up level and the search restarts from the second smallest node, and so on so
forth. As long as the search can reach to the bottom and the solution is feasible, the
search stops and the solution obtained is the final result. The complexity o f the best case
o f this heuristic is 1 + 2N + (2N —2) + (2N —4) + (2N — 6) + ... + 6 + 4 + 2 =

\ + { N —X)N = Q(N2). Also, once an integer solution is hit in any node in any level, the
procedure stops and the integer solution is the final result. The procedure is illustrated
by a MINLP problem with N = 3, which is shown in Figure 5.4.
In Figure 5.4, the second level has 2N = 6 nodes. These six nodes are checked
and sorted. They are indicated by PA1, PA2, PA3, PA4, PA5, PA6, i.e., the smallest is
arranged on the left. Then, in the next level, 2N - 2 = 4 nodes are to be checked when it
starts from node PA1. Again they are sorted, and are denoted by PB11, PB12, PB13,
PB14 with smallest on the left. Finally, the search starts from node PB11 with two
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children PC I 1, PC12. Pick up the smaller value from these two nodes as the final result.
This best case is shown in the route with the shaded nodes. So the total nodes checked
in this best case is 1 + 6 + 4 + 2 =13. The path o f the best case is Root —PA l —PB11 —
PC11. I f PC11 is an infeasible node, then, the path Root —P A l —PB11 - PC12 will be
taken as the final result. I f both PC11 and PC12 are infeasible nodes, then, go back to
node PB12 and search the children nodes o f it. The final result will be the feasible
result. I f all children o fP B ll, PB12, PB13, and PB14 are infeasible, then go back to the
node PA2 that is in the second level, and so on until the last child is reached and it hits a
feasible solution. The heuristic is given in following section.

mm

P

|

PB2B(PB22YPB23YPB24

PB61TPB62YPB63TPB64

Sippii^n>C12iypci22'

Figure 5.4. Search nodes o f modified branch and bound algorithm.
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5.2.3 Algorithm 5.1: Modified Branch And Bound Algorithm
Step 1: Solve the relaxed NLP problem using the analytical method. I f the
solution satisfies the integer constraints, it is the optimal solution of MINLP, then the
procedure stops;
Step 2: Add additional constraint and the resulting NLP relaxed subsets are
solved one by one. When an integer solution is found, stop;
Step 3 : Call procedure Sort. Sort the 2N results in increasing order;
Step 4: /' = 1, ii = 1, flag = 0, level = 2, order = 1
begin
while order*—2N and flag = 0 do
while level <—N and flag = 0 do
Start from node[order, level];
for / = 1 and i <—2N —2ii do
computer node[/, level];
if there is an integer solution, then flag =1;
end for,
call procedure sort;
77 <— 77

+ 7;
level

<—

level + 7;

end while;
order * - order + 7;
end while;
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The Example 5.1, a three-stage supply chain system problem, is used again here
to illustrate the modified B&B technique below.
Exam ple 5.2: Modified B&B method.
In Example 5.1, the objective function is given by:
(llx 0 + 1 0 x 1 +

8x2 + 12x3 + 10x4 + 1 2 0 )

(5.18)

In this heuristic, the equation is first solved relaxedly.
Step 1: In this step, the NLP relaxation solution is obtained:
Xo

= 5.47,

O = 898,

xy = 4.92,

X2

= 6.73,

Xy

= 4.10,

x^ = 5.31

Z = $43,277

And set the result as the lower bound of the optimal solution o f MINLP
problem, Zy, = Z;
Step 2: As it is not an integer solution, the process continues. Then, the additional
constraints, x0 < 5, x0 > 6, xy < 4, xy > 5, X2 < 6, x2 > 7, x3 < 4, x3 > 5, x4 <5, x4 >
6

are added into the Equation (5.18) by one at a time. Ten subsets are formed at

this level. These ten subsets are solved and sorted in ascending order. As before,
the feasibility o f the solutions is checked the integer solutions are checked. If
integer solution is found, then stop.
Step 3: The search procedure continuous at the most promising node (the node’s value
is the smallest and the solution at the node is feasible.
Step 4: Repeat steps 2-3 until the last child node is reached.
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This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
In the original NLP, ten subsets are generated in level 2. The solution, x =

(xa xj, x2, x3, X4, O) = (5.77, 5, 6.77, 4.12, 5.34, 902) with Z = 43,277 is the local
smallest, so the search starts in this node into the next level. And so on, in the bottom,
the smaller result is x = (xo, xJt x2, x3, x4, Q) = (6, 5, 7, 4, 5, 901), which yields the total
cost Z(x) = Z(6, 5, 7, 4, 5, 901) = $43,301. As it is a feasible solution, it is the final
result. That is, the final results is x* = ('x0*, x3* x2* x 3 *,x4* O*) = (6, 5, 7, 4, 5, 901)
with Z(x*) = Z(6, 5, 7, 4, 5, 901) = $43,301.
In this example, the same result as in the optimal solution from the B&B
algorithm is obtained. The number of nodes searched in this heuristic is 1 + 2N + 2(N 1) + 2 (N - 2) + 2 ( N - 3 ) + 2 ( N - 4) = 1 + 10 + 8 + 6 + 4 + 2 = 31. Comparing the 651,
the searched number by B&B algorithm, and 5131, the number o f total nodes in this
example, the modified method saves significant calculation time.
The modified B&B heuristic is actually a greedy method. It arrives at a solution
by making a sequence o f choices. Each o f which simply looks as the best at the
moment, or in other words, at the locally optimal. The hope is to obtain the global
optimal solution, but that is not the case always. The solution from greedy technique is
the near-optimal. For solving the large size MINLP problems, the method is helpful to
obtain a close to optimal solution when the optimal solution is hard to reach. At least,
the solution can serve as an upper bound o f the problem solution.
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Z=43277
Xo=5.74
Xi=4.92
X2=6.73
X3=4.10
X j=5.31

Q=897

Z=43320 Z=43281
Xo=6
X q- 5
X,=4.69 Xi=4.99
X2=6.42 Xz=6.83
X3=4.16
X3=3.9
X j=5.39
X4=S.l
Q=856
0=911

Z=43359
Xo=5.41
X,=4
X2=6.34
X3=3.86
X4=5.
Q=845

Z=43277
Xo=5.77
Xt=5
X2=6.77
X3=4.12
X i=5.34
Q=902

Z=43304
X0=5.54
X,=4.74
X->=6
X3=3.95
X i=5.12
0=866

Z=43280
Xo=5.81
X,=4.98
X2=7
X3=4.15
X j=5.38
Q=908

Z=43278
Xo=5.70
Xt=4.88
X2=6.69
X3=4
Xr=5.27
0=891

Z=43354
Xo=6.08
X,=5.21
X2=7.13
X3=5
X4=5.63
(2=951

Z=43284
Xo=5.64
X,=4.82
X2=6.61
X3=4.02
X j=5
0=881
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X3=3.96
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X3=4.23
X4=6
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Xo=5
X,=5
X2=6.79
X3=4
X«=5.36
0=869
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X,=5
X2=6.79
X3=4
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Q=905
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X,=5
X2=6
X3=4
X4=5.18
Q=876

Z=43283
Xo=5.78
X,=5
X2=7
X3=4
Xr=5.34
0=903
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Xi=5
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X3=4
X)=5
Q=886
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Q=918
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Figure 5.5. Solution tree o f modified branch and bound algorithm.
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Z=43307
Xo=5.96
Xt=5.10
X2=6.99
X3=4.25
X4=6
0=932

5.3

Incidental Test
The functional value o f the unconstrained MINLP, Zl, serves as the lower bound

to the B&B Algorithm. The heuristic results in a better solution, Zh, which is suitable
for solving a large MINLP problem. To test its goodness, twenty instances o f SSSCS
are generated randomly and are solved by both B&B Algorithm and the heuristic,
simultaneously. The results are shown in Table 5.3. rjopt and t]l are defined as two
efficiency measures which estimate the relative errors between the pair Zopt and Zh, and
between the pair Zl and Zh .

Vopr = Zh: Z°P' *1°°°/°
^ opt
tjl

=

—^ ~ Z l x

100 %

Zl
From Table 5.3, the average values o f rjopt — 0.233% with
7

“^ = 0.768, and tjl = 0.341% with

7 ^""

= 0 and

7

7

™“ = 0

and

™ax = 0.853. The range o f the

tested data is shown in Figure 5.6. It is observed that both Tjopt (= 0.233%) and tjl (=
0.341%) are quite small, which indicates that the heuristic performs well for the singlestage supply chain system.
In the MSSCS, the total quantity o f products produced in each stage over a
period T, O, again ties the individual stages together. It is observed that when the stage
number (dimension o f the supply chain pipeline) increases by one, the integer variable
in the MINLP increases by one as well. From the solution of MINLP, the number o f
batches in each stage x, (i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N) and the total quantity o f parts produced in
one period in a manufacturing system, Q are obtained. Next, the number o f kanbans that
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are needed to deliver the batches between two adjacent stages would be determined. As
the number o f stages increase, the factors that need to be considered are also increased.
For example, the blocking phenomenon should be considered when determining the
kanban operation. The problems o f the kanban numbers and kanban operations of
MSSCS are discussed in Chapter 7.

Table 5.3. The incidence test results for heuristic.

Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ZL
13397
21943
13526
4877
3634
11283
20319
19893
12383
15857
18423
11434
23289
12758
15299
10502
11515
10843
15039
9490

Zopt

Zh

TJopr (%)

r?L (%)

13397
21946
13534
4885
3663
11289
20321
19894
12408
15857
18429
11437
23291
12761
15300
10510
11544
10854
15051
9514

13399
21984
13638
4895
3665
11325
20331
20005
12425
15857
18468
11516
23303
12775
15360
10586
11564
10910
15092
9530

0.014929
0.173152
0.768435
0
0.0546
0.318894
0.04921
0.557957
0.137008
0
0.211623
0.690741
0.051522
0.109709
0.392157
0
0.17325
0.515939
0.272407
0.168173

0.014929
0.186848
0.828035
0.164035
0.853054
0.372241
0.059058
0.563012
0.339175
0
0.24426
0.717159
0.060114
0.13325
0.398719
0.076176
0.425532
0.61791
0.352417
0.421496
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Figure 5.6. The performance o f heuristic.
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19

CHAPTER 6
ASSEMBLY-TYPE SUPPLY CHAIN SYSTEM
The structural characteristics o f assembly-type supply chain system (ATSCS)
are explained in Chapter 3 and it is considered that ATSCS is a combination o f several
MSSCS’s and SSSCS’s. More specifically, there is a main line with several branches
that are formed by MSSCS’s or SSSCS’s. The main line itself is a MSSCS. The feeding
branches merge at plants (or nodes) o f a line. In Figure 3.4, the plants through SI to S6
configure a main line. A single-stage supply chain system, form a branch with S7 and
S8, merges with the main line at the plant S2 (or the node 1 for that this is the first
branch to merge into the main line). Similarly, a two-stage supply chain system, which
is a branch with S9, S10, and SI 1, joins the main line at the plant S3 (or node 2), and a
single plant which also forms a branch joins at the plant S6 (or node 3). For the
inventory model to calculate the total cost, only the branch numbers and the plant
numbers in the branches are need to be considered. The factors o f where they join are
not o f concern. In this way, the total cost could be calculated independently for each
main line and branch. In each branch, the line is either a SSSCS or a MSSCS, the cost
comprises o f the costs o f WIPs in the intermediate stages as shown in Figure 3.4. The
main line is a complete MSSCS so that the methods for solving the MSSCS are all
applicable.
6.1

The Model Formulation of An Assembly-type Supply Chain System
For the inventory model, the costs o f the branches and main line are independent

and the total cost could be obtained by adding costs o f all individual branches together.
The things needed to be concerned with are how many branches are joined and how
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much quantity from each branch, Qi, should merge into the main line. As an example,
for manufacturing a six-cylinder engine of a car, the engine body is the main line. The
crank, cylinder, valve, crank-shaft etc. are all manufactured in their branch lines. When
assembling the engine, it needs six cranks, twelve valves, and one crank-shaft. I f the
quantity o f engine body is Oe, the quantity of crank is Qc, the valves is Ov, and crank
shaft is Qi, then the quantity relationship in terms o f Qe is Oc = 60e, Ov = 12Qe, and Qs
= Qe-

The total cost o f main line (a MSSCS), TCmis then given by

1=1

Q
2 n„

UK

The total cost o f branch lines (several MSSCS’s and several SSSCS’s), TCb is:

In the equation, the superscript Vindicates that the parameters and variables are
in the branch line d ,d = 1,2, ..., No. The N0 is the total number of branches. In the
equation, the notation N 1 indicates the plant numbers in that branch.
The total cost o f ATSCS, TCa is:

TCa = TCm + TCb
By giving the TCm and TCb, the total cost o f the system is obtained.
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6.2

Optimization Model o f Assembly-type Supply Chain System
By considering the relations and constraints o f the system, the ATSCS model is

given below.
Problem ATSCS:

Min TCa = TCm ■+■TCb
N +1
D_
Arno + X v 4*/ + A wiK i )
i=I
Q

'

No I T )d

+ z-

S \oa

FT

O

N + 1 FT

— +

+ —

2

A in i + Z (a * + A t,K f) + 'Q‘
1= 1

F Td

n.

N+l

i=i

Nd H d

jrfl

i= I A ,

1 p ..

Nd

1=1

Dl
d
Pi

(6 . 1)
J

subject to:

Oi = ndQ,

d = l,2

No

where wa KjS, n d0 and K f s are all integers, and Q and 0^5 are all the real numbers. The
symbol nd denotes the relation of the quantities in one period between main line and
branch d. It is a mixed-integer nonlinear function.
The solution method for solving MINLP problem used in MSSCS may not work
if the number of branches is large or the number o f stages in a branch is large. Another
difficulty in solving the problem is that the restriction o f quantity requirement because
the quantity needed to be produced in each line is inter-related. F or example, the
quantity in a branch depends on the quantity in main line in a period. The branch must
provide sufficient parts to main line, only sufficient and just in time. Therefore, it is
hard to solve the problem integrally. A heuristic, that uses the aggregate method , is
proposed for problems o f ATSCS from which the near optimal solution can be obtained.
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6.3

Motivation of The Heuristic
The ATSCS problem consists o f several MINLPs, therefore, it is harder to solve

the ATSCS problems than to solve the single MINLP. On other hand, in a single
MINLP, as the number o f integer variables gets large, the problem expands fast. In most
cases, it is impossible to solve the ATSCS problems optimally. Therefore, a heuristic is
needed to obtain the results that are acceptable in real life. The problem will be solved
in this way: First, the main line problem is solved independently by Algorithm 4.1, and
from which the product quantity Q is obtained. Next, using the relations o f Od = ridQ,
into the corresponding branch, solve one problem at a tim e until all branch line MINLPs
are solved. Finally, summing the costs o f all MINLPs including the main line and all
branch lines, the total cost o f ATSCS is obtained. The heuristic is presented in the
Algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.1: C onquering the ATSCS problem
Step 1: Calculate main line MINLP problem, and obtain the total cost TCm and quantity

Q;
Step 2: Substitute the relations o f 0? = njO (d — 1, 2, ..., N0) into the corresponding
branch line MINLPs;
Step 3: Solve the branch line MINLPs using one problem a time until all MINLPs are
solved; store the total cost TCd (d= 1, 2, ..., Noy,

N0

Step 4: Sum up all cost, TCa —TCm + ^ T C d . □
d=1

A numerical example is introduced here to explain the mechanism o f the heuristic.
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E xam ple 6.1: A two-branch assembly-type supply chain system.

Raw
Material
S7

4—

S8

-----►
4- —

Raw
Material
S5

S6

Raw
r
»
--------- ►
----------►
S 1 4 -------- "S2^ -----------<---------A &3 k - --------- S 4

Finished
Goods

I
\N ode l j

Node 2

Figure 6.1. An assembly type supply chain system operated with kanbans.
In a supply chain system configured as in Figure 6.1, there are 9 plants which
form three production lines: Plant SI to S 4 form the main production line, and S5 and
S6, S7 through S9 form two branches. Branch 1 formed by S5 and S6 merges into main
line at node 1 (Plant 2). Similarly, Branch 2 that consists of Plant S7 through S9 merges
into main line at node 2 (Plant 3). To manufacture the product, the main line and
branches obtain the raw materials from their own suppliers. In one period, the volume
produced in the main line is Q. In the same period, assuming that the volume needed in
the branch 1 is 3 times that of the main line and the volume needed in the branch 2 is 4
times that of the main line, i.e., Q1 = 3Q and Q2 = 4Q. Accordingly, the demands of the
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branches should also be in the same times to the main line demand, i.e., D 1 = 3D and D 2
= 4D. For the other parameters o f the system, they are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. The system parameters o f an ATSCS.

Main line

Branch 1

S5-S6

Branch 2

S7-S8-S9

D
units/year

P
units/year

5000

5500
5600
6000
5500

15000

pi =20000
p \ =20000

20000

Setup cost (shipping) Setup cost Holding cost
dollar/batch
dollar/setup dollar/unit/year
Asi =
A s2 =
AsJ =
A,* =

300
250
300
350

A\x =220
A]2 =250

p \ =25000
p \ =25000
p i =25000

A \ =250

A s22 =300
As23 =200

A r = 110
A wj = 100
A W2 ~ 80
A wj — 120
A vf = 100

Hr = 45
HwJ = 30
H w 2 = 45
H w 3 = 25
Hwf= 35

A\ = 80

H ) =30

A l i =60

K i =28

^ = 9 0

if i,= 2 5

A? =75
A lt =60

H i =28
H l x =30
H i 2 =25
H l 3 =20

A h = ioo
A l , =90

The parameters in the main line are all the same as that in the Example 5.1. To
operate the system in a JIT fashion, the company needs to find the batch size in each
stage, number o f batches in each line which are transported by kanbans, and the optimal
total cost o f the batch sizes and the number of batches chosen.
Solution:
Substituting these values from Table 6.1 into Equation (6.1), we have:

Min
D

Z (x0,xl,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ,0 , x£, x } , xl2 ,0 \ x £ , x f , x \ , x \ , O 2 )
N+1

Arno + X v 4*/ + d wiK l )
Q
i=1

o

H
2 n„

+ —

N+lH ■ N+l
n k ,. i=i

(
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D^
P i)

Ho

£ )«

Adr n i + i {At + A * X f )
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ol
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Hi i V

w + T.H,
i
y
d
(=1
;=1 A.,-

i=1

i-

5 x l0 4
45 30 45 25 35 ___
( llx 0 + 10xt + 8x2 + 12x3 + 10x4 +120) + g — + — + — H
+ — + 14.9
0
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+ A lwlx\ + A lw2x l2 + A lsl + 4 2)

+ £
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x0
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_* 0
5x10
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H
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2
wl
2
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O
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+

15
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+HW
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P2 )

£>2 "
2
^3

J

y

14 12.5
+ 6.625
x1 xx 21
xl

(7.5x2 + 6x2 +10x2 + 9x3 + 7 5 )+ 0 :

Q2

r

45 25 35
— H
H + 14.9

30
1----x,

Vx o

D 2'

14
2

V*o

15
2

*1

12.5
x22

10
+ 7.5
x32

subject to

0 1 > 30

(6.2.a)

Q 2 >4Q

(6.2.b)

x0, ^ , x2, x3, x4, x *, X*, x *, x02, x 2, x22 , X32 >1 and are integers.
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In Equation (6.2), the first two terms are made up by the main line, the third and
fourth terms are from branch 1, a single-stage supply chain system, and the last two
parts come from the branch 2, a two-stage supply chain system. According to the
Algorithm 6.1, the MINLP problem o f the main line is solved first.
Step 1: Calculating main line MINLP problem, and obtain the total cost TCm and
quantity Q;
The main line is a three-stage system, the solutions can be obtained by following
the procedures in Example 5.1, which are: x* —(x0*, xj*, X2 *,X3 *,X4 * Q *) = (6,
5, 7, 4, 5, 900), which yields the total cost TCm(x*) = TCm(6 , 5, 7, 4, 5, 900) =
$43,301
Step 2 - Step 3: Substituting the relations o f Of1 = njO (d = 1, 2, ..., N0) into the
corresponding branch line MINLPs, and solving the branch line MINLPs for one
problem at a time, store the total cost TCa (d= 1, 2, ..., N0);
There are two branch problems need to be solved in this stage. They will be
solved in the order of branch number as shown in the following paragraphs (a) and (b).
(a) B ranch 1
For branch 1, by substituting the relation, Q1 = 3Q into its corresponding
problem, it yields:

M in 55.6(8xJ + 6 x\ +9x\ + 4 7 ) +2700

(6.3)

Equation (6.3) is a pure nonlinear integer programming. To solve the problem,
the B&B method is still applicable. The solutions for the NLP relaxation o f the original
problem are

ill
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x 1 = ( x £ ,x |,x i) = (9.55, 10.65, 8.22)

TC\ (x1, x | , Xj) = $44,299
Next, the integer solutions are searched iteratively using the Algorithm 4.1. The
iteration results together with the relaxation solutions are given in Table 6.2:

Table 6.2. The solutions for branch 1.
Q1
Relaxed
solution

Integer
solution

2700

2700

Values o f the
variables
Xo1 = 9.54
Xi = 10.64
X 2 1 = 8.21

Total Cost
TCb1 ($)
44,299

Xo1 = 10
X i 1 = 11
X21 = 8

44,315

From the table, it is observed that the solutions of branch 1 are given by:
* l = (xl0’x!’4 ) = ( 10> u >8)

7,CU^>x!>4) = 544.315
(b) B ranch 2
Using the same procedure, the integer solutions o f branch 2 are obtained. That
is, substituting the relation, O2 = 40 into its corresponding problem, it gives:

Min 55.6(7.5xo2 + 6 x f + 10x2 + 9x2 + 75)+ 3600

14

15

12.5

10
—

V *0

*1

*2

+ 7 .5

*3

For this integer non-linear programming, the NLP relaxation solutions are
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(6.4)

x 2 = (x 2 , x f , x 2 ,x 2) = (10.99, 12.73,9.00, 8.49)and T C \(x 2Q, x 2 ,x 2 ,x 2) = $67,302.
Applying the Algorithm 4.1, The iteration results together with the relaxation
solutions are shown in Table 6.3:

Table 6.3. The solutions for branch 2.
Q2
Relaxed
solution

1800

Values o f the
variables
X o 1 = 1 0 .9 9
X 2 = 12.73

= 9.00

X 2
X 32

Total Cost
TCb2 ($)
67,302

= 8.49

X o 1 = 11

Integer
solution

3600

X j2

= 13

X 22 = 9
X 32 = 8

67,319

The solutions o f branch 2 are given by:

x 2 = (x * ,x 2,x 2 ,x 32) = (11, 13,9, 8)
TC\ { x \ , x 2 , x*, x f) = $67,319
N0

Step 4: Summing up all costs, TCa = TCm+ Y JT C d .
d=1
Now, all the sub-total-costs o f main line, two branches are obtained. The total
cost of the whole system can be obtained by simply sum o f the sub-total costs, given by:

TCa = TCm +

d=1

= $43,301 + $44,315 + $67,319 = $154,935
The final solutions for the whole system are given in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4. The final solutions o f the whole system.
Quantity in
one period, Q

Main line

Number o f batches
in each stage

X0 = 6
Xj = 5
X2 = 7
Xs =4
X4 = 5

43,301

2700

= 10
X , 1 - 11
X2J = 8

44,315

4600

X0J = 11
X x2 = 13
X2 2 = 9
X 2=8

67,319

900

X

Branch 1

Branch 2

Sub-total cost
(S)

q1

Aggregate cost
dollar/year

154,935

In Table 6.4, one can easily find the batch size and number of batches in one
period in the main line and in the every branch line, as well as the total components that
contribute to the total cost. I f the parameters o f the supply chain are fixed, and in this
example the demand D is 5000 items, the manager o f main line can organize the
production and order the row materials with the information in this table. In the same
time, he will send the demand to each branch line. W hen the manager o f branch line
obtains the demand for his line, he is able to organize the production in his branch and
order the raw materials simultaneously. In this table, the variable subscripts with 0 refer
to the row material order variables.
W ith the data in Table 6.4, the lines are configured as in Figure 6.5. In Figure
6.5, the first number above the solid arrow stands for the total quantity o f the parts
produced in the line in one period, the second number is the number o f batches should
be delivered between two adjacent plants. From Example 6.1, it is observed that in a
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supply chain, the number of batches positively relates to the ratio of the inventory
holding cost to the setup cost in the same stage. The bigger is the ratio, the more is the
number o f batches. It will provide the designer o f the supply chain system with useful
information at a design stage. Thus, by adjusting the system parameters, the production
o f whole system can be adjusted.

4600

Raw Material
4600

4600
S8

Raw Material
2700

S9

2700
S

S5

4600

6

2700
Raw Material
900

900

900

900

Finished Goods
900
S4

Figure 6.2. The line configuration of an assembly type supply chain system.
6.4

An improvement heuristic
The results of the MINLP for the ATSCS have been obtained by Algorithm 6.1.

It is an aggregation solution for the whole lines. It may be worth developing an
improvement heuristic to obtain a better solution over the result of a construction
heuristic, the Algorithm 6.1. In this attempt, the Algorithm 6.1 provides an initial result
to the improvement heuristic. The improvement heuristic then searches the neighbor of
the area o f the initial result and checks if there is any improvement on the result. Thus, a
better result may obtain through the improvement heuristic.
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Algorithm 6.2. An improvement heuristic for the ATSCS.
Stage 1: Apply Algorithm 6.1 to MINLP o f ATSCS to obtain the total quantity o f the
parts produced in one period in main line, O, and the total cost TCa.
Stage 2: Set TCa as an initial result and set a tolerance, Ot, to O (set a search range).
Also, set a search step As.
Stage 3: Search the area of O ± Qr. If there is a reduction in the total cost TCa, then
update TCa and store the corresponding O and the all batch sizes in their lines.
Stage 4: I f O is within the search range then repeat Step 3, otherwise stop and print the
current values o f TCa, O and the all batch sizes. □
The Example 6.1 is continued to illustrate the Algorithm 6.2 to obtain a better
solution for the ATSCS.
Example 6.2: An improvement solution for a two-branch assembly-type supply chain
system.
Stage 1: Applying Algorithm 6.1 to Example 6.1, the results are shown in Table 6.4.
Among them, the total quantity o f the parts produced in one period in main
line, Q = 900, and the total cost TCa = $154,935.
Stage 2: Set TCa —$154,935 as an initial result. And set a tolerance, Ot = 800 and a
search step As = 20.
Stage 3: Search the area o f Q ± Qt = 900 ± 800. First, the current O = 900 - As —880 is
checked and the results are shown in Table 6.5. As there is an improvement in
the total cost TCa, then update TCa —$154,097 and go to next step.
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Table 6.5. The search results o f the whole system fo r O = 880.
Quantity in
one period, Q

Main line

900

Branch 1

2700

Num ber o f batches
in each stage

X 0= 6
X j= 5
X 2=7
X3 = 4
X4 = 5
X 0J =9
X j 1 = 10
X 2J = 8

Sub-total cost
($)

Aggregate cost
dollar/year

43,312

43,972

154,097

11
Branch 2

4600

X i 2 = 12
X2 = 9
Xs 2 = 8

66,813

Stage 4: As O is within the search range then repeating Step 3, the search results of
Algorithm 6.2 are listed in Table 6 .6 .
In Table 6.6, the smallest cost is found at Q = 480 with the total cost TCa =
$142,783. The best results are shown in Table 6.7.
In this example, although each line is not in its optimal condition, the system is
at its best state if the manager use this information in Table 6.7 to organize his
production for the ATSCS.
In the ATSCS, the quantity o f product produced in the period is very important
information for the whole system. It is a tie that connects the main line and the
branches. Without it, the production is hard to organize and there would be no JIT
philosophy. The solution method used for solving the ATSCS in this research
decomposes the problem to several sub-problems, which lets the sub-problems be
solved one by one easily.
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Table 6.6. The search results o f the whole system.
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460

M a in
9999999
82944
74714
69029
65041
61990
59646
57571
55673
53936
52610
51596
50381
49476
48769
48104
47569
47017
46554

B1
49438
46472
44122
42202
40616
39675
39028
38522
38159
37899
37696
37582
37520
37541
37661
37685
37800
37912
38089

B2
125870
107502
94789
85611
78788
73615
69641
66567
64185
62347
60943
59893
59134
58618
58306
58118
58052
58118
58251

480

46096

38282

S840S

142.783

500
520
540
560
580
600
620
640
660
680
700
720
740
760
780
800
820
840
860
880
900
920
940
960
980
1000
1020
1040
1060
1080

45728
45447
45242
44943
44718
44502
44291
44114
43953
43838
43763
43679
43618
43575
43478
43421
43393
43355
43343
43312
43301
43311
43324
43350
43394
43428
43438
43450
43477
43520

38488
38698
38909
39140
39397
39692
39952
40210
40481
40780
41105
41410
41693
41998
42324
42669
42990
43301
43629
43972
44315
44652
44993
45336
45687
46033
46383
46743
47096
47450

58652
58982
59336
59671
60044
60425
60809
61219
61646
62086
62520
62956
63428
63892
64368
64844
65322
65816
66318
66813
67319
67822
68346
68857
69368
69897
70431
70955
71480
72013

142.868
143,127
143.487
143.754
144,159
144.619
145.052
145.543
146,080
146.704
147,388
148,045
148,739
149.465
150,170
150.934
151.705
152.472
153,290
154.097
154,935
155,785
156.663
157,543
158,449
159,358
160.252
161.148
162,053
162,983

Q
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Total cost
10175.407
236,918
213.625
196.842
184.445
175,280
168,315
162.660
158.017
154,182
151.249
149.071
147.035
145.635
144.736
143.907
143.421
143.047
142.894

Table 6.7. The best results o f the whole system.

Quantity in
one period, Q

Main line

Branch 1

Branch 2

480

1440

1920

Number o f batches
in each stage

X0 = 6
Xj = 5
X2 = l
Xj = 4
X4 =5
Xol
X i1
X 21
Xq2
Xi 2
xi
x 32

=9
= 10
=8
= 11
= 12

=9
=s

Sub-total cost
($)

Aggregate cost
dollar/year

46,092

38,282

142,783

58,405

Finally, after all sub-problems are solved, the complicated system problem is
solved. In the solution procedure, the customer’s demand is met with first, which is
done by solving the MINLP o f main line and obtain the quantity o f product in its line.
Next, regardless the joint node, the product quantity in each branch is solved, which
guarantees the component that the main line requires will arrive at right time and right
amount, that is, the JIT philosophy is realized. Using this method, a complicated,
sometimes an unsolvable problem becomes pragmatically solvable.
For the operation and determination o f kanban number, the same methods
developed in SSSCS and MSSCS including the blocking problem are applicable. The
reasons are that the ATSCS is composed by the several SSSCSs and/or MSSCSs, and
each SSSCS or MSSCS is independent after the batch size and number o f batches are
determined.
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CHAPTER 7
KANBAN LOGISTICS OPERATION
From MINLP model, the number o f shipments, K is obtained. The WIP between
two plants will be transported by the containers with the kanbans. Now, it is time to
determine how many containers are needed to transport the WIP. While in production,
the preceding plant continuously produces parts at a constant rate p j. These parts are
stored at a buffer o r a temporary storeroom. W hen the stock reaches to batch size, they
are loaded to a container and shipped to the succeeding plant. When the parts reaches to
the succeeding plant, they are unloaded to a buffer and fed into that plant. The
succeeding plant processes parts at a rate p 2 , and so on. The finished parts are then
delivered to customers whose demand rate is constant at D units/year. Each container
circulates between two adjacent plants. It may circulate once, twice, or many times
during T time unit depending on the loading time (at the preceding plant), unloading
time (at the succeeding plant), and transition time between these tw o plants. It is not
true that the number of containers should equal that o f shipments. The number o f
containers may be equal to or less than that o f shipments. The loading and unloading
time, and transition time are all uncertainties (often referred to as random, probabilistic,
or stochastic); Then, the problem to determine the number o f containers will be solved
using the concept o f queuing theory. In following sections, the kanban operations in
SSSCS, MSSCS, and ATSCS are discussed.
7.1

K anban O peration in SSSCS
The kanban operation in SSSCS is a basic principle o f the kanban operation in

supply chain system. It considers the kanban circulation between the two adjacent
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plants. Usually, the kanban operations are discussed in two steps: optimum number o f
kanbans (containers) and kanban operation:
7.1.1 Optimal Number of Containers
In the single-stage supply chain system, between two adjacent plants shown in
Figure 7.1, the arrival o f kanban is the shipment that needs to be transported to the
succeeding plant. In a period, the shipment arrives in batch. L et the arriving rate A be
the number o f arrivals per unit time. Then, the time between two successive batches (the
constant time) is 1/A. The server is the container (vehicle) w hich transports the items.
The kanban service time includes the transportation time (arrival and dispatch) between
two adjacent plants, the time spent in loading and unloading the parts, and processing
time at both plants. Let fj. be the rate o f service in terms o f completions per unit time.
Therefore, l//i is the constant service time o f kanban. Table 7.1 shows the arrivals and
service definitions in a system. In this queuing system, determining the number o f
containers is equivalent to determining the number o f servers. The time unit is the cycle
time T. For example, if there are 10 shipments within T, the arrival rate is A = 10
shipments/7'. I f the succeeding plant consumes a shipment in Z78, i.e., 1/// = 778, and the
service rate p = 8 shipments/7’ (Gross and Haris, 1985).
Assume that a shipment arrives (the parts are loaded to a kanban container) in a
random fashion as a Poisson process at an average rate o f A, the knban service time
(container finishes the delivering and unloading, etc.) appears to be exponential with an
average time of service, \Ifj. in a cycle T. The queue discipline is first come, first served
(FCFS). How many servers (containers) must be employed while the delivering will be
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so sufficient and smooth that the finish goods can be produced on time? This situation
can be described as a M/M/c model. Here, c denotes the number o f servers (containers).
Table 7.1. The arrivals and service definitions.
T he K anban Service

A rrival o f K anban

The shipment that needs to be transported The transportation time (arrival and
dispatch), the time spent in loading and
to the succeeding plant.
unloading the parts, and processing time
at both plants.

X

\IX

Mp.

Number o f arrivals
per unit time (the
arriving rate).

The time between
two successive
batches (the constant
time).

The rate o f service
in terms o f
completions per
unit time.

The constant
service time o f
kanban.

Arrival rate X

Kanban Stage

Dispatch rate n

Figure 7.1. Kanban operation at a kanban stage.
For the M/M/c model, some important parameters are calculated as shown in
Table 7.2 (Gross and Haris, 1985):
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Table 7.2. Definition and calculation o f parameters in a M /M /c model.
P a ram eter

F orm ula

Definition

Po

The proportion time the
servers are idle

Lq

The mean number o f
customers in the queue

L

The mean number of
customers in the system

Wq

The mean waiting time in the iv - Lq ^<p)c
D
queue
q A (c —l)[(cfi-X ) 2

W

The mean time spent in the
system

L„=0w!

Q

_

Zp(p)c

c\

\c-p)J
0 PO

I = Lq + p

w=w.+—
p

p = *At
Let cs indicate the cost per additional kanban container (dollar/container), cw
indicate the cost increased in waiting per shipment (dollar/shipment). Then, the
expected value o f total cost for the M/M/c queuing model is given as follows

E(TC) =c,p + cJL

(7.1)

where the number o f containers, c is the only variable. In Equation (7.1), the first term
refers to kanban building cost. If the manufacturer wants to decrease the loss in waiting,
then he has to invest more money to build or buy additional kanban. Meanwhile, if he
feels there are too many kanbans in the system and the kanban idle time is longer, he
will reduce the kanban, but, the loss in waiting will increase that is reflected in second
term. It is a trade-off between increasing the kanbans, the loss in waiting will decrease
and spending less money to build the kanbans results the loss in waiting will increase.
The optimal solution can be obtained by using E[TC(c* - 1)] > E[TC(c*)] <E[TC(c* +
1)] since c is an integer, E(TC) is not derivable. The procedure is done by calculating
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the E(TC) values at c = 1, 2, ... and choosing the smallest E(TC) value. Thus, the
optimal number o f containers, c, is obtained at the situation o f this smallest Z value.
Exam ple 7.1: Optimal number o f kanbans in a SSSCS.
In a single-stage supply chain system, the shipments arrive from the preceding
plant in a random fashion as a Poisson process at an average rate o f 8 shipments/7’. It is
also observed that the delivering process by a kanban appears to be an exponential with
an average service time equal to (1/3)7’. The cost o f owning and operating a kanban is
about Ci = $ 180/kanban. It is estimated that it costs the company about cw =
$400/shipment when the shipments are waiting in the system. Determine the optimal
number o f containers to accomplish this production.
Solution:
We have that X = 8, fx = 3. By the definition, the system will have the steadystate solution when the condition, cfi > X holds. The results for c = 1, 2, ..., 8 are
calculated by Equation (7.1) and shown in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3. The results for different servers c.

c

A/(cju)

L

E(TC)

1

2.6667

-

-

2

1.3333

-

-

3

0.8889

9.05

$4159

4

0.6667

3.42

$2089

5*

0.5333

2.85

$2040

6

0.4444

2.72

$2167

7

0.3810

2.68

$2332

8

0.3333

2.67

$2508
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It is observed that c = 5, E(TC) = $2,040 is the smallest among these results.
Therefore c* = 5, E(TC) = $2,040 is the optimal solution for this kanban system.
Now, the number o f containers which are needed to ship the batches obtained in
MINLP are calculated. The operational mechanism o f these containers between two
adjacent plants is discussed next.
7.1.2 K anban Scheduling
To simulate the operation mechanism, the arrival sequence o f the shipments and
the service sequences o f all five kanban containers are generated using random
generator. The arrival sequence and service sequences during one cycle are shown in
Table 7.4. In Table 7.4, the values in column ‘Arrival’ denote the batches coming time.
It is observed that first batch arrives at 0.107’, and second batch arrives at 0.087’ after the
first batch, and so on. The values in column ‘Kanban’ denote the container service time.
For example, in column o f attribute Kanban 1 (the first kanban), the first num ber 0.33
means that the Kanban l ’s first service will finish in 0.33 T. Second, if it gets involved
in service, the service time is 0.247’, and so on. The operation schedule according to
these sequences are illustrated in Figure 7.2 that shows the steady-state o f this kanban
transportation system between two adjacent plants. The results of this M/M/5 model are
obtained in Table 7.5.
As the proportion that all kanban containers are idle, po = 0.067, and the mean
waiting time in the queue, Wq = 0.023 IT are both small, the system seems to be working
well at the determined system parameters for the given conditions.
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Table 7.4. Arrival sequence and service sequences.
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arrival Kanban 1 Kanban 2 Kanban 3 Kanban 4 Kanban 5
0.10
0.27
0.30
0.50
0.33
0.39
0.08
0.24
0.29
0.22
0.34
0.03
0.09
0.34
0.23
0.14
0.23
0.52
0.13

0.38

0.04

0.34

0.13
0.11

0.32
0.07

0.04

0.22
0.13

0.19
0.47

0.28
0.55

0.33
0.30
0.58

0.40

0.34

0.17

0.43
0.16

0.12

0.70

0.32
0.43
0.49

0.52
0.33

All units are in T.

Arrivak 0.10T\0.08T 0.09T

I

0.13T

0.13T

(K t n fid y )

0.337"

O.IIT

0.13T

0.22T

(K t rdady)

K, idle

0.24T
I

( ^ ,r d a d y )

0.39 T

^

K j id Ie

0.29 T

-------------------

0.277

(Kj read y )

1 Kt idle
-----------

I

K3 idle

J

0.39T

I

0 307

(K 4 ready)

KL, idle

------------ X --------------0.50 T
I

Figure 7.2. Kanban container operating planning
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j rdady)

Table 7.5. The results of Example 7.1.
Expected Value

P aram eter

7.2

The proportion time that all Kanban containers
are idle in long run

po =0.067

The mean number of shipments in the queue

Lq =0.1847

The mean number of shipments in the system

L =2.8514

The mean waiting time in the queue

Wq = 0.023 IT

The mean time spent in the system

W = 0.35647’

K anban O peration in MSSCS
The MSSCS kanban actually operates in a series of service plants in which each

part must be processed through each plant. In the series of plant, each plant performs a
given task. This system can be modeled as a series queue as pictured in Figure 7.3.

FG

RM

Kanban
Stage,!

m
Kanban Stage

Figure 7.3. A kanban stage in a series queue of a MSSCS.
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Assume that the shipment arrives in stage /, according to a Poisson process at an
average rate o f A, in one cycle, the kanban service appears to be exponential with an
average service time, (l/fi ,)T. Further, the restriction on the waiting room’s capacity
between two stages is not considered, i.e., no blocking occurs in the system. In this
case, each stage can be analyzed separately as a single-stage queuing model, that is, the
complete pipeline is comprised ofnMZM/C systems as M/M/Cj, M/K4/C2,
At the stage i, the total quantity o f parts produced in one cycle, O, and the
number o f shipments, Kt are determined by the MINLP model. K, can be considered as
an arriving rate o f stage i. The kanban service rate (1///,) T (to deliver the container
between two plants) includes the transportation time, loading, unloading time and
processing time. The number o f servers is c,. It is clear that the number o f servers is
mostly not equal to the number o f shipments, Kt, so that it needs to be determined by the
system’s arrival parameters and service parameters.
7.2.1 Optimal Number of Containers
For series queue, as long as there are no capacity limitations between the stages,
results can be rather easily obtained. Because the stage can be considered separately, the
method generated previously for determining the optimal number o f kanban containers
can be applied to each stage o f this system. Also because of the separable property, the
kanban container operation of each stage is the same as that o f the single-stage system.
All equations o f M/M/c model and the methods to schedule the containers are applicable
to the MSSCS. The parameter that are o f interest for the MSSCS and are different form
the single-stage system are the joint probability, the probability that there are rtj
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containers at stage 1, ri2 containers at stage 2,

containers at stage / and the total

number o f containers in the system.
For the M/M/c model, the proportion time the servers in stage i are idle, pot is

Poj

n,=0

C, '
+ ± o > ,r
CA
S l- P ,

!

-1
(7.2)

and the probability that there are n customers in the queue is

A"1

I ^1/ P0i

( l ^ H j <Cj)

*A Pi

(7.3)

Pm =

A"
c i n‘- c‘ciA’r*i
u n‘

Po,

(n i ^ ci)

Because no restriction on the waiting room’s capacity between two i.e., each
stage can be analyzed separately, the feature is reflected by the joint probability in “
product form” as:

P(nun2, .... rif) = p n\Pn2 ---Pni

(7.4)

Then, the total number o f containers in the system, on the average, is the
aggregation o f Lj, L 2 , ..., Ln, that is
N

(7.5)

Ltotal = X A '
i=l

It is observed that if there is no blocking, each stage is independent and they are
optimized separately. The system solution is the aggregation o f containers in all stages.
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7.2.2 Kanban Operation in MSSCS with Blocking
I f a kanban is at plant 2 and service is completed at plant 1, the plant 1 kanban
must wait there until the plant 2 kanban is completed; that is, the system is blocked.
Blocking disturbs the smooth movement o f kanbans through the production line. To
analyze the system with the blocking, the steady-state probability psi, the probability
that the system is at the state o f Sit is to be found. For simple, a production line with
sequential two-plant is considered in Figure 7.4.

ttA g p t#

(a)

0,0
0,1

(b)
Figure 7.4. Two-plant production line and its state transition.
In this problem, the possible states o f a plant are:0 (plant is free), 1 (plant is
busy), and b (plant is blocked). The state b is that one kanban in operation at stage 2 and
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another kanban finished at stage 1 but waiting for stage 2 to become available (Gross
and Haris 1985, Ramakumar 1993).
For the two-plant system as shown in Figure 7.4 (a), the possible system states
are Sj = (0,0), S2 = (1,0), S3 = (0,1), S4 = (1,1) and Ss = (0,1). It is obviously that the Ss =
(0,1) is a blocked state which is indicated by b and shaded in Figure 7.4 (b) The state
transition diagram is shown in Figure 7.4 (b). Let p ( denotes the steady-states for this
Markov chain that the system is in the state o f S„ Assume that the shipment arrives (the
parts are loaded to a kanban container and are shipped to the destination plant) at stage
/, according to a Poisson process at an average rate of 2,; the kanban service (kanban
container finishes the delivering and unloading) is an exponential distribution with an
average service times, Up

1

and l/p2, at plant 1 and 2, respectively, the balance

equations are:

f

P 1P2 +P2 P3 +P 2 P5 = 0*1 + * 2 )Pi
J-lPl+P2P4=(Pl+;l2)P2

4

^2 P i=(M2+^2i)P3

(7.6)

h.P 2 +I-1 P3 = 0*1 +Pl)P4
^

PlP4 ~ P 2 P5
The steady-state probability

(/ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) can be solved by adding the

5

boundary equation o f £

= 1. For the case where /Ll = /lo = A and

p 2 =p ,

1=1

Equation (7.6) can be used to find the all probabilities in terms o f pj, and they are
expressed as:
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A(3A + 2,u)
2

(7 7 )

(A + /iXA + 2Ai ) ia
o o
7 32

^

=

r ^

' 5 = I %

‘

( 7 -9 )

n

(710)

The term pi can be found by adding p j and equations (7.7 —7.10) and setting it
to 1. For the case where Ai = A2 —A and /q = //2 = A > P iIS given as-

^ = --------------------(A + / 0 (A + 2£<)------------------(A + 2/r)(2A + //) + A(4A“ + 3A + 4A // + 2^)

(7n)

I f the number o f plant increases, the problem expands rapidly. However, these
types o f series queuing situations can be attacked via the numerical techniques for
solving large numbers o f simultaneous equations.
7.2.3 Numerical Techniques to Solve The Series Queuing with Blocking
F o r queues in which a Markov analysis is possible, the steady-state solution is
found by solving the stationary equations for a discrete-parameter Markov chain as
follows.

I

AP= 0,

P = (pi, p 2, .... Pn)

n

I L a

(712)

1=1

where P is the steady-state probability vector, A is the coefficient matrix converted from
the discrete-parameter Markov-chain transition probability matrix.
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A transition probability matrix is the depiction o f all status, i.e., from any state i
(/ = 1 , ..., n) to any state / ( /= 1, ..., n). For the two-plant production line discussed in
previous section, if the status are denoted by: Si —(0,0), S 2 = (1,0), S 3 —(0,1), S4 = (1,1)
and Ss = (b, 1), the transition probability matrix p would be:
Si
Si

s2
S

3

S4
S5

s2

s3

s4

Ss

0

0
X2

0
0
0

0

Xi
Pi 0
P2 0
0 P2
_ P2 0

0
0
0

Xi
0
0

(7.13)

Pi
0

The transpose o f the transition probability matrix p, p ’ would be:

P’ =

0
Xi
X2
0
0

Pi
0

P2
0

0

0

0

Xi
0

0
P2
0
0
Pi

P2
0
(7.14)

0
0
0

The coefficient matrix A is given by: the main diagonal elements are formed by
the negative o f summation o f all non diagonal elements in the corresponding column
and other elements o f p ’ remain the same, i.e.

-Xcolumn
Same elements o f p ’

-Zcolumn

(7.15)

A =
Same elements o f p '

-Zcolumn
-Zcolumn
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For this two-plant example, the coefficient matrix .4 is given by

-(fa+fa)
fa

A =

fa

0

P2
0

P2
0

Pi
-(Pl+fa)
0

-(fa+Pz)

P2
0

fa

fa

-(PI+P2)

0
0

0

0

Pi

-P2

0
0

(7.16)

Substitute Equation (7.16) into Equation (7.12), it yields:

~(fa~f~fa)
fa
fa

0
0

P2
Pi
0
-CUl+fa)
0
-(fa+Pz)

0
P2
0

P2
0

Pi
P2
P3
P4
PS

fa

fa

-(pi+pz)

0
0

0

0

Pi

-P2

0
0
=

0
0
0

(7.17)

P i + P 2 + P3 + P4 + p s — 1

By solving these equations, if let p M = p f = p , the previous results are
obtained. The transition probability matrix p, The transpose o f the transition probability
matrix p, p \ and the coefficient matrix A are refereed from N on and Sarker (1998). A
numerical example is shown here to solve the blocking problem using the numerical
technique.
Exam ple 7.2: A two-plant SC with blocking.
For a two-plant production line, the batches arrive to the kanban with Poisson
input to the first with parameter fa = 6 batches/period and the second with parameter fa
= 8 batches/period. The kanban delivery times between the plants have the exponential
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service at each plant with parameters /iy = 8 batches/period, and ju2 = 10 batches/period,
respectively. I f no queue at each plant is allowed, i.e., although first plant finished the
production in the case that second plant is still busy, the batch from the first plant
cannot be delivered to the second plant, it is blocked. Show that the steady-state
probability and indicate what kind o f measures should be taken to improve the blocking
probability.

Solution:
Substituting the values o f A y , k2, fij, and fi2 into Equation

( 7 .1 7 )

yields:

r
“( A y + A j )
Ay

X2
0
0

I

P2
Pi
0
-(jj-i+X2)
0
-(Ay+yU^J
A?

Ay

0

0

0

P2
0

Pi
P2

0

Ps

-(Pi+Mz)

0

Pi

-P2

Pi
Ps

P2
0

0
0
=

0
0
0

P I + P 2 + P3 + p * + p s = 1

One of the equations in the above is redundant. In the matrix form, replace the
last row with pj+ p2 + p 3 + P4 + ps —J, it becomes

-(A y + A i)
Ay

x2
0
1

P2
Pi
0
~(juj+X2)
0
-(Xj+pi)
Ay

i

1

0
P2
0
-(P1 +P2)
I

P2
0

Pi
P2

0

Ps

0
1

Pi
Ps
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0
0

=

0
0
1

-16

10
0

0
10

10
0

Pi
P2

0

-16

0

0

Ps

8
1

6
1

-18
1

0
1

P4

-14

8

6
8
0
1

0
0
=

0
0
1

Ps

Solving this system o f linear equations, the steady-state probabilities are given
by:

p i = 0.3340
p 2 = 0.2216
p 3 = 0.1670
p 4 = 0.1541
p 5 = 0.1233
For different values o f the parameters pi and p 2 , the corresponding results are
shown in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6. The results o f a two-plant system with Xj = 6, X2 = 8.
Pi

P2

Ps

P4

Ps

P i = 8, p 2 = 10

0.3340

0.2216

0.1670

0.1541

0.1233

Pi = 8, p 2

= 12

0.3574

0.2426

0.1589

0.1447

0.0965

P i ~ 7, p2

— 10

0.3167

0.2389

0.1583

0.1683

0.1178

= 7, p 2 = 11

0.3282

0.2508

0.1544

0.1629

0.1037

Pi

It is observed that when p3 increases, the blocking probability ps will decrease;
that is, the increase in the service efficiency at plant 2 reduces the blocking probability.
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Another example is given for a three-plant production system below. The problem
expands fast as the state-space increases.
Exam ple 7.3: A three-plant SC with blocking (1).
For a three-plant production line shown in Figure 7.5, the batches arrive to the
kanban with Poisson input rate Ay, A2, and A? to the plant 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The
kanban delivery times between the plants have the exponential service at each plant
with parameters p.j, p2, and p 2, respectively. I f no queue at each plant is allowed, draw
the state-space diagram and show the associated coefficient matrix o f Markov discrete
system.

Plant 1

Figure 7.5. A three-plant production line.
The possible states o f a plant are given as: 0 (plant is free), 1 (plant is busy), and
b (plant is blocked). And the possible system states are
(0,1,0),
Sjo

S4

= (0,0,1) and S s = (1,1,0),

= (0,0,1),

(0,1,0),

S

jo

S

jj

= (0,1,1), and

= (0,0,1),

S

jj

Sj2

S6

= (0,1,1),

S7

Sj

—(0,0,0),

S2

= (1,0,0),

= (1,0,1), * = (1,1,1),

S9

Sj2

=

= (0,1,0),

= (1,0,1). By the definition, the last four states,

= (0,1,1), and

S3

S9 —

= (1,0,1), are blocked states. They are all

indicated by b and shaded in Figure 7.6. Let p, denotes the steady-states for the system
is in the state o f S,\ The state transition diagram is shown in Figure 7.6:
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Figure 7.6. State transition diagram o f a three-plant production line.
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The transition probability matrix p would be:
Si

S2

S3

S4

S5

Sg

S7

Sg

S9

Si

0

Xi

Xz

X3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

s2

Hi

0

0

0

Xz

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S3

Hi
Ms

0

0

0

0

X3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Xi

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hi

0

0

0

0

0

X3

Hi

0

0

0

0

0

Hs

0

0

0

0

Xi

0

Hi

0

0

0

0

0

Hi

0

0

0

Xz

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hi

0

0

0

Hi

Hi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S10

Hi
Hs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S11

0

0

Hi

Hi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S12

0

Hi

0

Hi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S4
S5

s6
s7
s8
s9

Hi Hi

S10 S 11 S12

The transpose of the transition probability matrix p, p ' would be:

0

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

Xi

Hi
Hi

Xz

Hi
Hi

X3

Hi
Hi

Xz

Hi

X3

Hi

Xi
X3
Hi

Xi

Xz

Hi
Hi
Hi
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Hi

The coefficient matrix A is given by the main diagonal elements are formed by
the negative o f summation o f all elements in the column and any other elements o f p ’
remain the same, i.e.
t
a jj

Pl

Ay

022

A-2
A3

! P2

ps

\

!

S
i
| a 33
1

i
i

1

3
*1

i
i
|
i

...

i
i
1
!
!
i

P3

i

1 Ps

***

i

Mi
Ps

u
i
1

Pi

!
i

1

1

a.7 7 1 P 2

!

i

x2

|
1
|
I
i

j

P3

1

1 a ss |
i
i
j
| 066

2

i
i1
!

P2

* 2 1

a 44 1

I

\

i
i

*

j
i

O88

|

|

0-99
i
i

i
!
|
i
i

1 Mt

Pi

O lio j

■■■I
j Ouu

\
! P2

01212

(7.18)
In the matrix A , the main diagonal elements are:
12

an = - ^ o n = -0 * 1 + A2 + /I3 )
/= 2

12

a22 = _ H ai2 = “ 0*2 + Pi)
1=1

z>2
12

a33 = ' ~ S ai3 = - 0*3 + P l)
i =1
/*3

12

a1212 = ~ H a il2 = ~(/*l +^ 3 )
i=l
z>12
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As the coefficient matrix A is calculated, the solution for the system state
probabilities o f this three-plant SC can be obtained by solving the system linear
equations:

' A P = 0,
«
I

P=(pj, p 2, ..., P 12 )

12

«=i
The twelve system state probabilities are obtained in which four o f them are the
probabilities with blocking: pg, pw , p u , pn- They are the probabilities o f the system
states Sg = (b,l,0), Sjo = (0,b,l), Su —(b ,l,l), and S 12 = (l,b ,l), that are shaded in Figure
7.6, respectively. The objective is to reduce these probabilities, therefore, reduce the
blocking in the system.
Example 7.4: A three-plant SC with blocking (2).
For a three-plant supply chain, the batches arrive at each plant with Poisson
input Aj, A2 , and A3 , and the kanban delivery times between the plants with the
exponential service at each plant jui, (12, P2 are shown in Table 7.7. I f the queue at each
plant is considered, that is, there is blocking in the system. Show that the steady-state
probability and indicate the blocking probabilities.

Kanban arrival rate X.
(batches/period)

Service rate \x
(batches/period)

I

Aj = 6

pj = &

2

00

3

As = 7

10
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VO

p2 ~

$
II

II

Plant

t

Table 7.7. The kanban arrival rates and the service rates o f a 3-plant SC.

Solution:
Let pi, p 2,

P 12 be the steady-state probabilities for the twelve system states.

Substituting the values from Table 7.7 into Equation (7.18) yields:

-21
6

8

10

9

10
10

-16

9
9
10

9

-17

8
7

9

8

-15
8

9

-25
7

-16

8
10

8

-45

-25
6
7
8

8

6

-10
10

-9
8
10

-19
-17

Solve the system linear equations:

f AP = 0,

P = (pi, p 2, ..., Pl2)

I 12

.

ILPi

1=1

The results are shown in the Table 7.8:
In Table 7.8, the last four steady-state probabilities are the probabilities o f four
blocking states. It is observed that these four values are quite small so that the blocking
chance is rare in this example. I f the manufacturer wants to further reduce the blocking
probabilities, he can achieve it by increase the service rates in the system as concluded
in the Example 7.2.
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Table 7.8. The steady-state results o f Example 7.4.
Steady-state probability

Pi = 0.2302
P2 = 0.1279
Pi = 0.1404
P4 = 0.1677
P5 = 0.0513
P 5 = 0.0486
P 7 = 0.0809
P8 = 0.0288
P 9 = 0.0411
___________Pio = 0.0539___________
P u = 0.0121
___________P 12 = 0.0170___________

In case o f blocking problem, the arrival rates in each plant Ay, X2, ---, A„ are not
supposed to change because they are determined by the kanban controlled production
models (the MINLP models). To avoid or reduce the blocking phenomenon, the method
is to adjust the kanban service time between each stage. Usually, the service rate in the
succeeding plant should be designed to be greater than that in the preceding plant. Thus,
a question may be raised that the service rate in the succeeding plant should be greater
than that in the preceding plant, if a system has a large number o f plants, how can one
manage the service time of the plants at the end? The answer is: the kanban service time
depends on the single kanban service time and the kanban number. When the service
rate o f the plants in front part require low rate, few kanbans would be designed in those
plants. Contrarily, to increase the service rate at the end o f the production line, more
number o f kanbans are to be assigned.
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7.3

Kanban Operation in ATSCS
As ATSCS is the combinations o f the SSSCSs and MSSCSs and the material

flows in branches and in the main line are independent, the kanban operations in SSSCS
and MSSCS are applicable to it.
The kanban operation is based on the number o f batches and batch size obtained
in the MESTLP. It is completed in two steps: kanban number optimization and kanban
schedule. It is observed that number o f kanban is usually less than the number o f
batches. Kanban number is optimized by trading o ff the cost to build kanban and the
loss in the waiting in transportation. The service time is also a factor when optimizing
the kanban number. In the MSSCS, the kanban operation in each stage is independent.
Therefore, it is possible to consider each stage separately. The joint probability o f the
system is merely the product o f each individual probability. The numerical techniques
to solve the series plant problem is useful for the kanban operation with blocking. A
complicated blocking problem is reduced to just solve the normal linear equations.
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CHAPTER 8
RESEARCH SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This research considered a supply chain o f intermediate components in
manufacturing systems. The layout o f the manufacturing system may be in three
patterns: single-stage, multi-stage, and assembly-type. The material flow and
information flow in these supply chain systems are carried by kanbans. The objective of
this research was to plan the control mechanism for a supply chain system using a
traditional kanban system. The results o f the models minimized the WIP and raised the
level of productivity. This chapter presents the research summary, conclusions, research
significance and some hints on future research.
8.1

Research Sum m ary
This research provides the industrial and business organizations with a practical

model to manage their supply chain systems that are o f the forms o f single-stage
(SSSCS), multi-stage (MSSCS), and the assembly-type (ATSCS). The models o f
SSSCS, MSSCS, and ATSCS are built based on the classic inventory model. From the
inventory model, the number of batches, the batch size, and the quantity in one period
are obtained, which serve as the basic data to obtain the optimal number o f kanbans in
next step. Once the number of kanbans is known, their operations are scheduled.
The basic three cost components o f a supply chain system were cost o f raw
material, cost o f manufacture stage, and the cost o f finished good stage. When building
an inventory model for a supply chain, it was always focused on how to find the
expressions o f these three components.
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The materials delivered in the supply chain system were in batches. Usually, the
EOQ was for one period and delivered at one time. In this model, the EOQ was divided
into several batches that were shipped by kanbans. In this sense, the inventory model in
batches was built and studied, which was easy to adjust and was economical for
delivery o f the materials.
The quantity produced in a period was a very important factor in building an
inventory model. It tied all individual stages together. It built a relationship among the
stages. In the ATSCS, it was valuable that the problem could be separated into several
sub-problems, to solve this complicated problem separately.
Most inventory models o f a supply chain system controlled by kanban technique
were mixed-integer nonlinear programming (M3NLP). The MINLP was NP-hard
problem and was time consuming to solve it optimally. A branch-and-bound (B&B)
algorithm was constructed to solve the MINLP problem. For the MINLP generated
form ATSCS, the B&B method was not able to solve it directly if the number o f
branches in the ATSCS and/or the number of stages in a line was large. In this case, a
heuristic was constructed to deal with it. The idea was that first the MINLP o f the main
line was solved, and the quantity that would be produced was obtained so as to meet the
demand. Next, from the relationship between each branch and the main line, the
quantity that would be produced in the same period was known. The MINLPs o f all
branches were solved individually. The aggregate results o f all branches and main line
constituted the pragmatic solution to the problem.
The kanban operation was completed after the MINLP was solved and the
number o f batches and batch size obtained. It included two steps: kanban number
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optimization and kanban schedule. They were solved using the queuing theory. To
obtain the optimal number of kanbans, the cost to build a kanban and the loss in waiting
in transportation were compared. The service time was also considered. In the MSSCS,
the kanban operation in each stage was considered independently. To solve a problem
o f large size, a numerical technique was introduced. Thus, the kanban operation with
blocking in the series plant was solved.
8.2

Conclusions
There are many features such as demand pattern, lead time (processing time,

waiting time, conveying time), information (kanban) delivery time/cost, setup time/cost,
production capacity, and batch size to be considered for modeling a supply chain
system. It is very difficult to develop a generalized mathematical model that
incorporates all its salient features. In the supply chain system controlled by kanbans,
the total quantity o f products produced in each stage over a period ties the individual
stages together. Without this variable, the inventory model o f a supply chain system
with a series o f stages is hard to be established.
Supply chain systems controlled by kanban mechanism are inherently easier to
control. The company does not need to take care of the random demand occurred over
time and to predict the demand pattern for future production as kanban technique is a
customer-oriented approach. Once there is a demand, the kanbans are issued at the end
o f the production line. This makes kanban technique more useful and practical for
production. In other words, the supply chain system is easy to control with the kanban
technique. In this research, it is also shown that the kanban technique can be applied to
the places where the material to be delivered to the other places can be delivered in
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batches- As the kanban circulated smoothly in the supply chain system, the productivity
increased and the wasted materials, time and labor in the production were reduced. The
most important conclusions found in this research are consolidated below:
(1) Single-stage, Multi-stage, and Assembly-type supply chain problems can be
solved by a kanban mechanism.
(2) Each o f these problems forms a MINLP.
(3) Assembly and network type operations can be decomposed as SS and MS
problems and the aggregate solution is evident.
(4) B&B produces a good solution to both capacitated and uncapacitated
problems.
(5) Modified B&B reduces the computation dramatically.
(6) Problems o f capacitated containers can be solved with addition o f multiple
containers.
(7) The quantity o f parts in each stage over a period ties individual stages.
(8) The number and size of containers determines the operations schedules.
Overall, the models developed here can help a manager quickly respond to
consumers’ need, determine the right policies to order the raw material, deliver the
finished goods, and efficiently manage their operations. As a result, an organization can
economically benefit in saving money by effectively managing a supply chain.
8.3

R esearch Significance
This research first entirely and systemically investigates the supply chain system

controlled by kanban mechanism. It introduces the kanban technique to the supply chain
management and implements the JIT philosophy in production. Introducing kanban to
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the supply chain management is o f great significance to the management levels and the
economy because it has the functions for production and process improvement. The use
o f the kanban in supply chain management emphasizes on reducing inventory costs, by
which the industry and businesses will benefit. The most important significant o f the
research are listed below:
(1) It provides a mechanism at different stages of the supply pipeline to deliver
materials smoothly.
(2) By successfully applying the JIT production and kanban technique, it
increases the organization’s ability to compete locally and globally;
(3) It develops a trusting relationship among the suppliers, organizations, and
customers by promptly supplying the products.
(4) The models can be applied to many industries and business with repetitive
manufacturing such as automotive, appliance, supermarket operation, and
consumer electronics industries.
8.4

F u tu re R esearch
The supply chain systems controlled by kanban technique was systemically

studied here in the context o f general manufacturing environment and material
handling. The models can be used to solve the supply chain problems in terms o f
materials transportation and information flow among the systems. In order to apply t to
other industries and business setups, some potential research issues are listed below:
(a) Alternative Solutions by Decomposition.
The model constructed for a kanban controlled supply chain system is a
MINLP. It is hard to solve it optimally for a large problem. Therefore, the method o f
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decomposition may lead to a better solution for which heuristics to obtain the near
optimal solutions are necessary, especially for the assembly-type supply chain
system.
(b) Determination o f the Production Rate.
In this research, the production rate in each stage is assumed to be greater
than the demand rate. In order to accommodate the increasing and large demand,
the production capacity is to be high. When the demand is low, the surplus o f the
production capacity is effectively a loss and the equipment is underutilized. On the
other hand, if the production capacity is small, the company will lose when large
orders are placed. Thus, the problem o f suitable production rate is to be addressed,
or the adjustment methods for production rate are worthy o f research.
(c) Kanban Technique for Multi-Product Supply Chain System.
In this research, the production was controlled by a kanban for a single
product. In real life, a company often produces more than one product at a time.
Therefore, the kanban technique applies to multi-product supply chain should be
investigated. It is obvious that the kanban technique can be applied to it, but the
managing the multi-product is more complicated and an efficient solution technique
needs to be devised.
(d) Dynamic Programming Method to Solve the Supply Chain Model.
The supply chain can be divided into several stages to simplify the problem.
It seems that the dynamic programming (DP) method may work well for it because
the method seeks the optimal solution in each stage, then intends to obtain the
global optimal solution for the whole system from these local optimums. So it may
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be worth while to investigate the solution procedure with a DP approach to obtain a
solution to a problem with a reasonable finite states o f the solution space.
(e) Failure in Kanban Operation.
If one or more containers are broken down during the operation, then the
kanban operations under this situation should be considered. To solve this problem,
the possible methods that may be applied are: (1) spare kanbans at the beginning,
(2) preventive maintenance o f the kanbans, (3) raising the repair rate. The question
is which one is more applicable and economical.
(f) Raising the Level o f Flexibility.
In a push system, the production is planned ahead o f time. Therefore, the
setup o f jobs for different products is also scheduled ahead o f time. Unlike the push
system, kanban controlled production is operated by the end-of-the-line demand.
Therefore, when the product demand changes, this information together with the
demand also changes in the kanban to previous stages. The previous stage has to
change the setup and adjust to produce the changed product. Because the previous
stage may not be fully prepared for this change, it may cause delay in leadtime. This
action will also pull along to first stage. In this sense, the flexibility of the pull
system is relatively low. Thus, the methods to raise the level o f flexibility in pull
system are worthy o f study.
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APPENDIX A
TEST FOR CONVEXITY OF THE NLP FUNCTION
To test whether the stationary point i* corresponds to a minimum, the convexity
o f the NLP function needs to be proved. A function is convex function if the Hessian
matrix o f f H is positive definite or positive semidefinite for all values o f x.
The Hessian matrix o f a function^*/. —. x j is an n x n symmetric matrix given
by
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It is observed that all diagonal elements are positive. The leading principal
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)1

By the positive definition o f a matrix, there must be D 4 > 0. That is
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Thus, if the conditions given by equations (A.2)-(A_5) hold, the leading
principal determinants Di, D2 , D3 , D4 are all positive and H is a positive definite matrix,
which implies Z is a convex function.
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APPENDIX B
C CODE OF A BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM
FOR SOLVING THE MINLP
/* Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering Department */
/* Louisiana State University */
/* Shaojun Wang */
/* Program For Mixed-integer Non-linear Programming */
/* August 27, 2000 */
/* This program calculates the solutions of the Relaxed
Mixed-integer Non-linear Programming. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
^include <math.h>
#defme d 5000
#defme N 5
void Branch(FILE *myfile, double x[N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
void F1(FILE *myfile, int nl,double xx[N+l],double p[N], double aw[N], double
hw[N], double as[N]);
double Opt(FILE *myfile, double x[],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N], double
as[N]);
void S_int(FILE *myfile, double x[N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
void Prt(FILE *myfile, double p[N], double avv[N],double hw[N], double as[N]);
int Indexx(int iii, int *il);
int Initial(int *il, int *i2, int *i3, int *i4, int *i5, double xx[]);
void Levell(FILE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
void Level2(FILE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
void LeveI3(FELE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
void Level4(FILE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
void Level5(FELE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]);
main(void)
{
double x[N +l];
int i;
FILE *myfile;
double p[]={0.0,0.0,5500.0,5600.0,6000.0,5500.0};
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double aw n={0.0,l 10.0,100.0,80.0,120.0,100.0};
double hwQ={0.0,45.0,30.0,45.0,25.0,35.0};
double asQ={0.0,0.0,300.0,250.0,300.0,350.0};
myfile = fopen("ml5.out", "w");
if ( myfile = NULL ) {
/* fail to open, show a warning, etc */
printf("Error, unable to open output file.\n");

}

Prt(myfile, p,aw,hw,as);
Opt(myfile, x,p,aw,hw,as);
Branch(myfile, x,p,aw,hw,as);
S_int(myfile, x,p,aw,hw,as);
printf("Run is over.\n");
fclose(myfile);

}
/* This function implements the branch search method. */
void Branch(FILE *myfile, double x[N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]){
int i,j,k,u,v,ii,jj,kk,uu,w,nl;
double xx[2*N +1], a[2*N +1];
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i){
a[2*i-l] = floor(x[i]);
a[2*i] = ceil(x[i]);
}
for (i = 1; i < = 2*N; ++i){
fprintf(myfile, "a%d = %7.4f\n", i, a[i]);
printf("a0/od = %7.4f\n", i, a[i]);

}
/*

fprintf(m yfile," The level l\n");
Level 1(myfile, a, p, aw, hw, as);
fprintf(myfile, " The level 2\n");
Le vel 2 (my fi le, a, p, aw, h w, as);
fprintf(m yfile," The level 3\n");
Level3(myfile,a,p,aw,hw,as);
fprintf(myfile, " The level 4\n");
Level4(myfile,a,p,aw,hw,as);*/
fprintf(myfile, " The level 5\n");
Level 5 (my fi le, a, p, aw, hw, as);

}
/* This function calculates the batch size Q, and the number o f batches in each stage
X(I) V
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double Opt(FTLE *myflle, double xQ,double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N], double
as[N]){
int i;
double qq,tl,t2,cwl,cw2,tc;
cw l = 0.0;
cw2 = 0.0;
for (i=2; i<=N; ++i){
cw l += as[i];
cw2 += hw[i]*(l-d/p[i]);

}
qq = sqrt(2*d*cwl/cw2);
for (1=1; i<=N; ++i)
x[i]= qq*sqrt(hw[i]/(2*d*aw[i]));
t l = 0.0;
t2 = 0.0;
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i){
t l +=x[i]*aw[i];
t2 += hw[i]/x[i];

}
tc = d*(tl+cw l)/qq + qq*(t2+cw2)/2;
fprintf(myfile," Solutions o f the equations are:\n");
for (i = 1; i <= N; ++i){
fprintf(myfile, "x%d = %8.4f\n", i, x[i]);
printf("x%d = %8.4f\n", i, x[i]);

}

fprintf(myfile, "qq = %S. If, the total cost = $% lO.fVn", qq,tc);
printf("qq = %8. If, the total cost =$%10.£\n", qq, tc);
}

/* This function calculates the integer solutions for the number o f
batches in each stage X(I) */
void S_int(FILE *myfile, double x[N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]){
int i;
double qq,tl,t2,cwl,cw2,tc;
cw l = 0.0;
cw2 = 0.0;
for (i=2; i<=N; ++i){
cwl += as[i];
cw2 += hw[i]*(l-d/p[i]);

}
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i)
if (x[i]-floor(x[i]) < 0.5)
x[i] = floor(x[i]);
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else
x[i] = ceil(x[i]);
t l = 0.0;
t2 = 0.0;
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i){
t l += x[i]*aw[i];
t2 += hw[i]/x[i];
}
qq = sqrt(2*d*(cwl+tl)/(t2+cw2));
tc = d*(tl+cwl)/qq + qq*(t2+cw2)/2;
printf("The integer solutions are:\n");
fprintf(myfile, " The integer solutions are:\n");
for (i = 1; i <= N; ++i){
fprintf(myfile, "x%d = %8.1f\n", i, x[i]);
printf("x%d = %8.1fVn", i, x[i]);
}
fprintf(myfile, "qi = %8.f, the total cost = $%10.f\n", qq,tc);
printf("qi = %8.f, the total cost =$%10.fVn", qq, tc);

}
/* This function calculats the solution for level 1 in the branch
search method, level 1 — LEVEL 1— */
void Levell(FILE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double
hw[N], double as[N]){
int i,j,k,u,v,ii,jj,kk,uu,w,nl;
double xx[N+l];
for (i=l; i<=2*N; ++i){
nl = 1;
Initial(&ii,&jj,&kk,&uu,&w,xx);
Indexx(i, &ii);
xx[ii]= a[i];
fprintf(myfile, " ii=%4d\n", i);
Fl(m yfile,nl, xx,p,aw,hw,as);
}
}
/* This function calculats the solution for level 2 in the branch
search method, level 2 — LEVEL 2— */
void Level2(FILE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]){
int i,j,l^u,v,ii,jj,kk,uu,w,nl,nn;
double xx[N+l];
for (i=l; i<=2*N;++i){
nn=l;
for 0=1; j<=2*N; ++j){
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nl =2;
Initial(&ii,&jj,&kk,&uu,&w,xx);
Indexx(i, &ii);
xx[ii]= a[i];
IndexxQ, &jj);
if (i % 2 = 1 ) {
if (j != i && j != i+i)
xx(jj]= a{j];

}
else{
if (j != i && j != i-1)
xxQj]= a[j];

}

if (ii !=jj && xxjjj] != 0){
fprintf(myfile, " ii= %4d", i);
fprintf(myfile, "%ld\n", nn);
an = nn + 1;
Fl(myfiie, nl,xx,p,aw,hw,as);

}
}
}

}
/* This function calculats the solution for level 3 in the branch
search method, level 3 — LEVEL 3— */
void Level3(FILE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]){
int ij,k^u,v,iijj,kk,uu,w ,nl, nn, n3;
double xx[N+l];
for 0=1; i<=2*N; ++i){
nn = 0;
for (j=l; j< —2*N; ++j){
if (i % 2 = 1 ) {
if (j != i && j 1= i+1)
nn = nn + 1;
}
else{
if (j != i && j != i-1)
nn = nn + 1;

}
n3 = 1;
for (k=l; k<=2*N; ++k){
nl = 3;
Initial(&ii,&jj,&kk,&uu,&w,xx);
Indexx(i, &ii);
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xx[ii]= a[i];
Indexx(j, &jj);
xxQj]= afi];
Indexx(k, &kk);
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l )
if (k != i && k !=i+l && k != j && k != j+1)
xx [kk] = a[k];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l)
if (k != i && k != i+1 && k !=j && k != j-1)
xx [kk] = a[k];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l )
if (k != i && k !=i-l && k != j && k != j+1)
xx [kk] = a[k];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l)
if (k != i && k != i-1 && k != j && k != j-1)
xx [kk] = a[k];
if (ii !=jj && ii!=kk&&jj!=kk&&xx[kk] != 0){
fprintf(myfile, " ii=% 3d", i);
fprintf^myflle, "%2d%2d\n", nn,n3);
n3 += 1;
Fl(myfile, nl,xx,p,aw,hw,as);
}

}

}

}
}
/* This function calculats the solution for level 4 in the branch
search method, level 4 — LEVEL 4— */
void Level4(FlLE *myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]){
int i,j,k,u,v,ii,jj,kk,uu,wJnl,nn,n2,n3;
double xx[N+l];
for (i= l; i<=2*N; ++i){
nn = 0;
for 0=1; j<=2*N; ++j){
if (i % 2 = 1 ) {
if (j 1= i && j != i+1)
nn += 1;

}
else{
if (j != i && j != i-1)
nn+ = 1;
}
n2 = 0;
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for (k=l; k<=2*N; ++k){
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l )
if (k != i && k !=i+l && k != j && k !=j+1)
n 2 + = 1;
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l)
if (k != i && k != i+1 && k !=j && k !=j-1)
n2 += 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l )
if (k != i && k !=i-l && k != j && k !=j+1)
n2 += 1;
if (i % 2 1=1 & & j% 2!=l)
if (k != i && k != i-1 && k !=j && k != j-1)
n2+ = 1;
n3 = 1;
for (u=l; u<=2*N; ++u){
nl = 4;
Initial(&ii,&jj,&kk,&uu,&wJxx);
Indexx(i, &ii);
xx[ii]= a[i];
IndexxQ, &jj);
xxDj]= aQ];
Indexx(k, &kk);
xx[kk]= a[k];
Indexx(u, &uu);
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k % 2 = l)
if (u!=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k && u!=k+l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k% 2!=l)
if (ul=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k&& u!=k-l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j%2!=l && k % 2 = l)
if (u!=i && u!=i+l &«& u!=j && u!=j-l && u!=k && u!=k+l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j%2!=l && k% 2!=l)
if (u!=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!^j-l && u!=k && u!=k-l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2 = l && k% 2==l)
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k && u!=k+l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j%2==l && k% 2!=l)
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k && u!=k-l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j%2!=l && k % 2 = l)
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!=j-l && u!=k && u!=k+l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j%2!=l && k% 2!=l)
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if ( u H && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!=j-l && ul=k && u!=k-l)
xx[uu] = a[u];
if (ii!=jj && iil=kk && ii!=uu && jj!=kk && jj!=uu && kk!=uu&&xx[uu]!= 0){
fjprintf(myfile, " ii= %3d", i);
fj>rintf(myfile, "%2d%2d%2d\n", nn,n2,n3);
n3 += 1;
Fl(myfile, nl,xx,p,aw,hw,as);
}

}
}
}

}
}
/* This function calculats the solution for level 5 in the branch
search method. level 5 — LEVEL 5— */
void Level5(FILE ♦myfile, double a[2*N+l],double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N],
double as[N]){
int i,j,k,u,v,ii,jj,kk,uu,w,n 1,nn,n2,n3,n4;
double xx[N+l];
for 0=1; i<=2*N; ++i){
nn = 0;
for (j= l; j< —2*N; ++j){
if (i % 2 = 1 ) {
if (j != i && j != i+1)
nn += 1;

}

else{
if O' != i && j != i-1)
nn += 1;

}

n2 = 0;
for (k=l; k<=2*N; ++k){
if (i % 2 = 1 && j°/o 2 = l)
if (k != i && k l=i+l && k != j && k != j+1)
n2+= 1;
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l)
if (k != i && k != i+1 && k != j && k != j-1)
n2 += 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l )
if (k != i && k !=i-l && k !=j && k !=j+1)
n2 += 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l)
if (k != i && k != i-1 && k != j && k !=j-1)
n2+ = 1;
n3 = 0 ;
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for (u= l; u<=2*N; ++u){
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k % 2 = l )
if (u!=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!=j-i-l && u!=k && u!=k+ l)
n3 += 1;
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k% 2!=l)
if (u!=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k && u!=k-l)
n3 +— 1;
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l && k % 2 = l )
if (u!=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!=j-l && u!=k && ul= k+ l)
n3 += 1;
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l && k% 2!=l)
if (u!=i && u!=i+l && u!=j && u!=j-l && u!=k && u!=k-l)
n3 +— 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l && k % 2 = l )
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k && u!=k+ l)
n3 += 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l && k% 2!=l)
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!=j+l && u!=k &«&: u!=k-l)
n3 += 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l && k%2— 1)
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!= j-l && u!=k && u!=k+ l)
n3 += 1;
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l && k% 2!=l)
if (u!=i && u!=i-l && u!=j && u!= j-l && ui=k &«& u!=k-l)
n3 += 1;
n4 = 1;
for(v = l; v<=2*N; ++v){
nl = 5;
Initial(&ii,&jj,&kk,&uu,&w,xx);
Indexx(i, &ii);
xx[ii]= a[i];
Indexx(j, &jj);
xx[jj]= a[j];
Indexx(k, &kk);
xx[kk]= a[k];
Indexx(u, &uu);
xx[uu]= a[u];
Indexx(v, & w );
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k % 2 = l && u % 2 = l)
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k && v!=k+l &&
v!=u&&v!=u+l)
xx[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 & & j% 2 = l && k % 2 = l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k && v!=k+l& & v!=u& &v!=u-l)
xx[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k%21=l && u % 2 = l )
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if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k && v!=k-l &&v!=u&&v!=u+l)
x x[w ] —a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j % 2 = l && k% 2!=l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k && v!=k-l &&v!=u&&v!=u-l)
xx[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l && k % 2 = l && u % 2 = l )
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k && v!=k+l &&v!=u&&v!=u-H)
xx[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l && k % 2 = l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k && v!=k+l &&v!=u&&v!=u-l)
xx [w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l && k% 2!=l && u % 2 = l )
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k & & v!=k-l &&v!=u&&v!=u+l)
xx [w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 = 1 && j% 2!=l && k% 2!=l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i+l && v!=j && v!—j-1 && v!=k& & v!=k-l &&v!=u&&v!=u-l)
xx[w ] = a[v];
if (i% 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l && k % 2 = l && u % 2 = l )
if (v!=i && vi—i-1 && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k &&v!=k+l&&v!=u&&v!=u+l)
x x[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l && k % 2 = l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k&&v!=k+l&&v!=oi&«fev[=u-l)
xx [w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l && k% 2!=l && u % 2 = l )
if (v!=i && v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k&&v!=k-l&&v!=u&&v!=u+l)
x x [w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j % 2 = l && k% 2!=l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j+l && v!=k&&vl=k-l&&v!=u&&v?=u-l)
xx[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l && k % 2 = l && u % 2 = l )
if (v!=i «&& v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k&&v!=k+l&&v!=u&&v!=u-t-l)
xx [w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l && k % 2 = l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k&&v!=k+l&&v!=u&&v!=u-l)
xx [w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2l=l && k%2!=l && u % 2 = l )
if (v!=i && v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k&&v!=k-l&&v!=u&&v!=u+l)
x x[w ] = a[v];
if (i % 2 !=1 && j% 2!=l && k%2!=l && u% 2!=l)
if (v!=i && v!=i-l && v!=j && v!=j-l && v!=k&&v!=k-l&&v!=u&&v!=u-l)
xx [w ] = a[v];
if (ii!=jj && ii!=kk && ii!=uu && ii!= w && jj!=kk &&
jj!=uu& & jj!=w && kk!=uu && k k l= w && uu!= w & & xx[w ]!= 0){
fprintf(m yfile," ii=%3d", i);
fjjrintf^myfile, ,,%2d%2d%2d%2d\n", nn,n2,n3,n4);
n4 += 1;
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Fl(myfile, nl,xx,p,aw,hw,as);

/* This function calculates the X(I)and Q when branch search method
takes action. */
void F1(FILE *myfile, int nl,double xx[N+l],double p[N]> double aw[N],double
hw[N], double as[N]){
int i;
double qq,tl,t2,cwl,cw2,tc;
double xl[N + lj;
/*

printfC'The level %4d\n", nl);
fprintf(myfile, " The level %4d\n", nl);*/
cwl = 0.0;
cw2 = 0.0;
for (i=2; i<=N; ++i){
cwl += as[i];
cw2 += hw[i]*(l-d/p[i]);

}

for (i=l; i<=N; ++i)
xl[i]= xx[i];
tl = 0.0;
t2 = 0.0;
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i)
if(xl[i]!=0){
tl += xl[i]*aw[i];
t2 += hw[i]/xl[i];

}
qq = sqrt(2*d*(cwl+tl)/(t2+cw2));
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i)
if (x l[i]= 0 )
xl[i]= qq*sqrt(hw[i]/(2*d*aw[i]));
t l = 0.0;
t2 = 0.0;
for (i=l; i<=N; ++i){
t l +=xl[i]*aw [i];
t2 += hw[i]/xl[i];

}
tc = d*(tl+cwl)/qq + qq*(t2+cw2)/2;
for (i = 1; i <= N; ++i)
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fprintf(myfile, " x%d = %6Af", i, xl[i]);
fprintf(myfile, "\n");
fprintf(myfile, " qi = %S.f, the total cost = $%10.f\n\n", qq,tc);
/* This function calculates indexes for xx[] */
int Indexx(int iii, int *il){
if (iii % 2 = 1)
*il = (iii+l)/2;
else
*il = iii/2;
return *il;
/* This function initializes xx[],iijj,kk etc */
int Initial(int *il, int *i2, int *i3, int *i4, int *i5, double xx[]){
int h;
for (h= l; h<=N; ++h)
xx[h]= 0.0;
*il = 0 ;
*i2 = 0;
*i3 = 0;
*i4 = 0;
*i5 = 0;
return *il;
return *i2;
return *i3;
return *i4;
return *i5;

}
/* This function prints the parameters of the MINLP */
void Prt(FILE *myfile, double p[N], double aw[N],double hw[N], double as[N]){
int k;
printf("Multi-stage kanban production system\n");
fprintf(myfile, " Multi-stage kanban production system\n");
printf("File Name: MSSCS.c\n\n");
fprintf(myfile, " File Name: MSSCS.c \n\n");
printf("The stage number is %d.\n", N-2);
fprintf(m yfile," The stage number is %d.\n", N-2);
f^rintf(myfile,"D=%8d\n ", d);
for (k=2; k<= N; ++k)
fprintf(myfile, " p%d=%8.f', k-l,p[k]);
Q)rintf(myfile, "\n");
for (k=l; k<= N; ++k)
fprintf(myfile, " Aw%d=%6.f', k,aw[k]);
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fprintf(myfile, "\n");
for (k = l; k<= N; -H-k)
fprintf(myfile, " Hw%d=%6.f', k,hw[k]);
fjmntf(myfile, "\n");
for (k=2; k<= N; ++k)
fprintf(myfile, " As%d=%6.f', k-l,as[k]);
fi)rintf(myfile, "\n");
printf("D=%8d\n ", d);
for (k=2; k<= N; ++k)
print£(" p % d = % 8 i\ k-l,p[k]);
print£("\n");
for (k= l; k<= N; ++k)
printfC
A w % d=% 6.fk,aw [k]);
printf("\n");
for (k= l; k<= N; ++k)
printfC Hw%d=%6.f', k,hw[k]);
printfC'Vn");

for (k==2; k<= N; ++k)
printf(" As%d=%6.f', k-l,as[k]);
printf("\n");
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